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Murra,,, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon. June 21. 1983

Today quiet day in space;crew
prepares for orbit rendevous
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.( AP)
— The shuttle commander turned
Challenger's cargo bay from
sunlight to shadow and back today, seeking thermal protection
for a satellite needed during
Wednesday rendezvous
maneuvers. As the mission hit its
midpoint, ground crews began
landing rehearsals in Florida.
A NASA pilot traced the shuttle's approach path across the
state and controllers told the
astronauts: "We've got some
(bad) weather at the Cape today.
We think that's a good omen you'll
have good weather on Friday."
Today was an unusually quiet
day in orbit, with the astronauts
preparing for Wednesday's atCHARITY BALL SCHEDULED — Kelly Doran (left) and Rita McKeel
will serve as this year's cochairmen of the 1983 Charity Ball,scheduled July 23 In the Curris Center on
the Murray State campus.Theme
for this year's gala is "Abracadabra." The band "Bretheren"is scheduled to
perform.
Staff photo by Kate A.Reeves

Voters in Mayfield to determine
fate of alcohol sales in election
Voters in 10 Mayfield precincts
will determine the fate of the sale
of alcoholic beverages in the city
during a local option vote Aug. 16.
The date for the election was set
by Graves County Judge Executive Dick Castleman after
he was presented the results of a
petition review from County Clerk
Glenn Bruce.
The petition, filed June 15 by
Mike Boyd, contained 416
signatures, 336 of which were
declared valid. Only 232 valid
signatures were required to force
the election.
According to Judy Harrod,
assistant to the Distilled Spirits
Administrator in Frankfort, based
on the population of Graves County, Mayfield would be eligible for
both package liquor sales and the
sale of liquor by the drink.

Mayfield, which is a third class ring, pastor of Viola
Baptist
city, would qualify for a max- Church. Committee
member Gary
imum of 15 package liquor stores Frizzell, pastor of Northsi
de Bapand 13 establishments that could tist Church in Mayfiel
d, has said
sell liquor by the drink.
he sees the legalization of alcohol
She said there would be no limit as a moral issue.
on the number of beer licenses
The committee was formed
issued. She added that a local ad- when a petition was filed
by Boyd
ministrator of alcoholic beverages in April. That petition did
not concould be appointed or the mayor tain enough valid signatu
res and
could assume that responsibility.
was rejected.
After the announcement MonMayfield Mayor Virgil Gilliam
day of the election, Boyd said it said today that the decisio
n is "up
was now up to the people to decide to the voter" and that,
as far as he
whether they wanted to legalize knows, no one is city
government
the sale of alcoholic beverages. He is taking a stand either
for or
said the only campaigning he, in- against the issue.
tended to do was disseminate the
"If the vote passes, we will
facts and try to clear up abide by state regulat
ions and
misconceptions that might be draw up local regulat
ions to
spread by those organized to op- govern the issue," he said.
pose the measure.
He added that Mayfield was
The major opposition group is a "wet" in the early 1930s
but was
committee chaired by Robert Her- voted "dry" around 1934.

tempt to steer the shuttle to a
rendezvous with the West German
scientific satellite known as SPAS.
A satellite computer registered
a high temperature early today,
and Mission Control directed the
crew to shut down several experiments and turn the shuttle
belly-up, placing the payload in
the cold shadows.
After several hours, West German payload managers reported
that one of the SPAS instruments
was getting too cold, and controllers instructed commander
Robert Crippen to again face the
cargo bay toward the sun.
"We're sure it will work okay
tomorrow," ground communicator Terry Hart told Crippen earlier.
In the last important test of the

mission, astronauts Sally K. Ride
and John Fabian are to grasp the
3,300-poind satellite with the shuttle's robot arm and release it overboard as a free-flying spacecraft
on Wednesday. While it is free.
Crippen and pilot Rick Hauck will
practice approaching it in a
rehearsal for a satellite retrival
and repair mission planned next
year.
The computer apparently
overheated while operating for
hours in the sunlight of space,
where temperatures reach 250
degress Farenheit. In the
darkness, readings drop as low as
215 degrees below zero.
Without the computer, the
Wednesday exercise would have
to be cancelled.
(Continued On Page 2)

R•io police
, demonstrators clash
in Polish street after pontiff's speech
By THOMAS W. NETTER
Associated Press Writer
WROCLAW, Poland (AP) —
Police routed demonstrators in
the southwestern city of Wroclaw
today, hours after Pope John Paul
II blessed the "thirst for justice"
of Poland's workers and their
struggle for rights.
After the pope spoke at the
Wroclaw hippodrome, several
hundred young people marched
through the city center, where
they were intercepted by
helmeted riot police backed by a
water cannon.

A line of police vehicles, sirens
wailing, spilled riot troops in front
of the line of marchers as a
helicopter circled overhead barking orders to "go home peacefully."
As the helmeted police jumped
from their vehicles, people watching from high-rise apartments
showered them with verbal abuse,
shouting "Gestapo" and whistling
derisively.
The marchers dispersed
peacefully, but a heavy concentration of police remained in the
area.

The encounter came as the pontiff visited the Wroclaw cathedral.
In his sermon at the hippodrome,
the pope said, "I would like to
preserve this just hunger and
thirst of the great multitudes of
my compatriots from all that
would distort and weaken it.
-This cannot be destroyed or
suppressed," the pope told worshippers from Wroclaw, capital of
Lower Silesia and a stronghold of
the outlawed Solidarity labor
federation.
The pontiff's political comments
(Continued On Page 2)

President, House,Senate disagree
over compromise budget proposal
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan told members of Congress today he strongly opposes
the compromise $859 billion
budget approved by House and
Senate negotiators, and made
clear he will veto spending bills he
considers excessive.
Reagan met with congressional
Republicans this morning after
approval of the compromise
blueprint, which includes
multibillion-dollar increases in
taxes and spending.

House Republican Leader
Robert Michel, asked later if
Reagan liked the budget proposal,
said, "Of course not. Neither do
I."
Rep. Barber Conable, R-N.Y.,
said, "He thinks it's a little too
much. I think he'll take the
various elements of it that are excessive and deal with them one at
a time by using his veto power.
He's determined to get government costs under control"
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
chairman of the Budget Committee that helped produce the plan,

American business expands
as economists are optimistic
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. economy, bursting out of the
long recession, is speeding ahead
at a 6.6 percent annual rate in the
still-unfinished second quarter,
government figures indicated today.
The Commerce Department's
"flashi estimate" of growth in
inflation-adjusted, or real, gross
national product showed
American business expanding at
the fastest pace since the 7.9 percent annual rate for the first
quarter of 1981.
Commenting in advance of today's figures, one private
economist referred to the second
quarter as "a real barn burner."
And Commerce Secretary
Malcolm Baldrige said he expected "further vigorous
economic growth this summer."
The new report also slightly
revised first-quarter figures, now
estimating a still-modest 2.6 percent increase at an annual rate
rather than the 2.5 percent
estimated one month ago.
In addition, the report said U.S.
corporations' profits rose 1.1 percent before taxes 'Ind dipped 4.4
percent after taxes in the first
quarter rather than rising 1.4 percent 'and falling 4.6 percent,
respectively,as earlier estimated.
Inflation, as measured by the

broad-based GNP implicit price
deflator, was 5.5 percent, instead
of the earlier estimated 5.7 percent,in the first quarter.
However, private economists
and government officials are
already considering the first
quarter old news, choosing instead to celebrate the economic
vitality showing up in the second
quarter. Some have said growth
could be as strong or stronger in
the third quarter before rising interest rates cool the economy
down a bit toward the end of the
year.
The GNP-linked inflation gauge
is rising at an annual rate of 4 percent in the current quarter, slightly faster than the 3.2 percent of the
first quarter, officials said.
The economy last expanded so
briskly in the first quarter of 1981,
but Reagan administration officials said at the time that that
big gain was not realistic'and that
worse times were coming.
After the big jump as'President
Reagan was coming into 'office,
the economy drifted for another
quarter and then sagged into
recession in late summer of 1981.
Critics blamed Reagan economic
policies, but the administration
and its defenders said the
downturn was the inevitable
result of the policies of Reagan's
predecessor, Jimmy Carter.

said Reagan "has his views and
we have our views."
The spending blueprint now
goes back to the House and Senate
amid concerns that Reagan's opposition and bickering in both
chambers will sink the plan, making it impossible for Congress to
adopt a budget for the fiscal year
beginning Oct. 1.
Under the compromise adopted
by voice vote Monday night, taxes
would be increased by $73 billion
over three years: $12 billion in
1984, $15 billion in 1985 and $46
(Continued& Page 2)

warm & humid
Today hazy very warm and
humid. High in the upper 80s
with light southeast winds.
Tonight mostly clear. Low in
the upper 60s to low 70s with
light southeast winds. Wednesday hazy hot and humid. High
in the low 90s with south to
southeast winds5 to 10 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
359.7
Kentucky Lake
359.6
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EAGLE PORTRAIT PRESENTATION — Clara M. Eagle admire
s the portrait of her painted by
Joseph Routon Jr.(second from right) at a reception in Eagle Gallery
of the Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University Friday evening. The portrait, which will hang
in the gallery, was unveiled in a
ceremony honoring Miss Eagle, retired chairman of the Department of
Art. Also shown (from left) are
Dr. Bill Parsons, dean of the College of Creative Expression; Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, university
president; and Bob Heack<s\
hairman of the Department of Art.

MSU honors former art chairman;
portrait to hang in campus gallery
Clara M. Eagle was honored at Murray State
University on Friday evening by both glowing
words and the presentation of her portrait to hang
in the campus art gallery that already bears her
name.
"Grateful and proud" was how the retired chairman of the Department of Art described her feelings about the tribute, which was the culmination of
an effort that spanned several months.
The reception also marked the official opening of
a show titled "Six Individual Spaces: A Gallery Installation" by six artists. It will run through July 29.
Joseph Routon Jr. of Haddonfield, N.J., a 1966
Murray State graduate and former student of Miss
Eagle whom she selected to do her portrait, was on
hand for the program. He and Dr. Bill Parsons,
dean of the College of Creative Expression, unveiled the work.
The 20-by-24-inch portrait was a joint project of
Routon, Dr. Betty Hinton of Framer's Gallery, who
coordinated the effort locally, and the university.
Parsons, Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, and Bob Head, chairman of the Department of Art, were among those on the program who
spoke of Miss Eagle in superlatives for her work at
the university and throughout the area.
Miss Eagle, who retired in 1973, expressed her appreciation to her friends, the faculty and retired
faculty and her former students who attended the
reception and portrait presentation and to many
others who could not attend for their letters and
telephone calls.
"My choice for a retirement home is Murray,"
she pointed out, "because I love this community
and because I have a deep sense of loyalty to Murray State. That makes this occasion have even

greater meaning personally for me."
She also expressed her gratitude to Curris and the
administration and to Curt Harris, director of
Eagle Gallery, and the Department of Art for the
portrait and the reception.
Miss Eagle joined the faculty at Murray State in
1946 and was chairman from 1949 to 1971. She served two years as he first director of Eagle Gallery
after the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center was completed and the gallery was named for her in 1971.
Shortly after she became chairman in 1949, she
led the effort to establish a gallery in the old Doyle
Fine Arts Building in memory of Mary td Mecoy
Hall, who preceded her as chairman.
Miss Eagle has been recognized through the
years as a leader in art education in Kentucky and
has continued in retirement her interest in many
kinds of activities at Murray State, including
membership on the board of trustees of the Murray
State University Foundation.
In recognition of her long service and many contributions, the university conferred an honorary
doctor of humanities degree on her in August 1978.
Her retirement years have not been idle ones professionally either. She has coniiued her work as a
jeweler, silversmith and goldsmith, arts she taught
herself in the early 1940s and refined in three summers of work at the School for American Craftsmen
in Rochester, N.Y.
She has her work in 15 or more shows each year in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Florida and Alabama.
A large silver punch ladle crafted by Miss Eagle
won the best of show first pate in crafts Sunday in
the annual Land Between The Lakes Arts and
Crafts Festival.
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Over 2,500 boy scouts and leaders
to visit 1.13L for skill development
GOLDEN POND — More than
Scout crews are building an
2,500 boy scouts and leaders from
observation tower and other ternthe Church of Jesus Christ Latter - porary structures at the campsite.
Day Saints ( Mormon ), will assemMost of the scouts' activities,
ble at TVA's Land Between The
which
include marksmanship
Lakes ( LBL ) from June 27
courses,
emergency medical
through July 2 for outdoor skills
development and natural treatment instruction, and
obstacle course maneuvers, will
resources enrichment activities.
be confined to the encampment.
The Camp of the Prophets, MorThe
church leaders will parmon Scout Encampment, has
chosen Brandon Spring Group ticipate in some scout activities
Camp at LBL for the Mormons' and other natural resources
enrichment activities. '
visit to the southeast. The scouts
will occupy a campsite just north
Daily agendas, from the 7 a.m.
of the Brandon Spring complex out-of-bed call to the 10:30 p.m.
and National Mormon World Taps and all quiet signal, have
Leaders will be housed in the been planned with LBL recreation
camp's dormitory facilities. They staff assistance. Tours of other
come from all parts of the United facilites, a cookout, and an Eagle
States.
Scout banquet have been included.

The scout have arranged for
Charlie Walker and other entertainers from the Grand Old Opry
to perform one,vening.
All meals for the scouts will be
prepared at the campsite over
charcoalfired stoves. Troops win
receive instruction on the proper
use of the stove, as well as other
camping essentials, including
campsite cleanliness, suitable attire, and necessary gear.
Each scout will receive a participation award upon satisfactory
completion of the encampment's
activities.
Group camps at LBL annually
host a variety of activities of civic,
church, and school groups. LBL is
operated by TVA with federally
appropriated funds.

Shuttle...
(Continued From Page 1)
Fabian and Ms. Ride, meanwhile, were busy running samples
through a pharmaceutical experiment that could eventually produce new drugs for treating
disease. Ms. Ride explained how
protein is electrically separated
from certain substances as they
are passed from the bottom to t14.
top of a six-foot tube.
"Of course, up here, I'm not
sure which is the top," she said.
The ship was flying upside down
at the time, and ground communicator Terry Hart remarked:

"In this case, it's from the top to
the bottom."
"Isn't science wonderful," said
Ms. Ride, a 32-year-old
astrophysicist who gave up her
own research to conduct experiments for others as an
astronaut.
There were a couple minor problems. Three communication
headsets went bad, but spares
were available, and an experiment was shut off to allow an
overheated computer to cool
down. Otherwise, Commander
Crippen reported, "Everything is

Reception set for Sunday
for CCHS Chamber Singers
A "Bon Voyage" Concert and
Reception by the Calloway County
High School Chamber Singers will
be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at old
freight depot, Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The singers will be presenting
the music they will perform at the
12th Annual International Youth
and Music Festival in Vienna,
Austria, in July.
Lavaughn R. Wells is director of
the Chamber Singers. selected as

one of 10 choirs to represent the
United States at the festival.
The group will leave July 2 by
school bus for Atlanta, Ga., where
they will board an airplane for
Vienna.
A reception will follow the concert on Sunday. The public is invited to attend this special event
which will be given in appreciation to the public for their support
in helping the Chamber Boosters
raise $50,000 for the trip to Vienna.

going fine up here."
Success with the arm
maneuvers and today's electrophoresis, Cox said, would "tie a
bow around a very successful
flight" by the first five-member
crew in space: Crippen, Ms. Ride,
Fabian, pilot Frederick Hauck
and mission specialist Dr. Norman Thagard.
As the shuttle orbited through a
fourth day in space, NASA teams
184 miles below were keeping an
eye on the weather at Cape
Canaveral, where thunderstorms
are common this time of year.
That's where the shuttle is to end
its first complete round trip Friday,landing on a concrete runway
before a crowd that includes
President Reagan.
Before dawn a T-38 jet flew a
simulated shuttle landing pattern
to help NASA practice forecasting
sudden changes in the weather. If
landing is not possible Friday, the
shuttle could remain in space for
two or more days extra, or it could
land at Edwards Air Force Base
in California.
The electrophoresis system or
CFES is being given its third shuttle workout this trip. CFES takes
advantage of the absence of gravity to extract nearly pure proteins,
usually those carrying a negative
charge,from a stream of samples.
On Earth, gravity distorts this extraction process and researchers
are able to get only a small
amount of the proteins and with
only marginal purity.

No one hurt in wreck
An accident this morning on
U.S. 641 about one and one-half
miles south of Murray was
responded to by the Kentucky
State Police, Murray-Calloway
County Ambulance Service and
Murray Fire Department rescue
vehicle.
No details surrounding the incident were available but a
spokesman for the state police
reports there were no injuries.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY — Elsie Thurman (left) and Virginia Apiecionek were honored at the June birthday party at the Douglas
Center. Each month, Douglas residents sponsor a party to honor all
those with birthdays.

America's aerobic craze
spreads to White House
By ANDY O'CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — It's sweaty. It's addicting. It's "foudroyant."
In French,that's dazzling.
In hundreds of American cities, in suburban basements and exclusive health clubs, an estimated 6 million Americans strut, skip,
stretch and touch their toes, sometimes seven days a week at considerable expense,to the beat of throbbing pop music, until the sweat
soaks their T-shirts and their pulse rates soar and they feel the
"burn."
And then they come back for more.
Most of Nancy Reagan's staff does it. Former Defense Secretary
Harold Brown tried it, but dropped out.
"It's an addiction — a good one, though," says Nancy Mukamal of
aerobics after she and two dozen other women had finished punching
and dancing their way through a song from the movie "Rocky
in
a church gymnasium on Manhattan's Upper East Side.
Ms. Mukamal goes up to four times a week to her aerobics dancing
class, which is run according to principles established in 1969 by the
originator of aerobic dance, a former cheerleader nameklacki
Sorensen. Mrs. Sorensen was the wife of a 8-62 pilot stationed in
Puerto Rico when she created an exercise program by combining
dancing and the work of Dr. Kenneth Cooper,author of "Aerobics."
The program was tried at YMCAs in New Jersey and spread
through the nation in many forms and under many names: Jazzercise, Dancercise, Dance Aerobics, Aerobix Joy, Aerobics in Action,
Dance Fitness,Fitness in Timpo,Fitness Fantasia.
Once a week about 10 women from Mrs. Reagan's staff leave the
East Wing of the White House after work and walk through the corridors in their leotards to a fifth-floor hallway of an adjacent federal
office building.
They work out to the beat from a record player and come back "all
icked up," said Docile Kazanjian, the first lady's deputy press
secretary.
Their teacher is Lisa Dobloug, whose Saga Club in Washington's
Georgetown section is frequented by many prominent Washingtonians,including Brown. He said in an interview that be has tried Ms.
Dobloug's workout but prefers swimming..

Reception honors
new theatre director
A public reception last Sunday
afternoon was held on the open air
stage of the Playhouse in the Park
to honor the new executive director of Community Theatre as well
as the organization's first president.
Hal Park and his wife April
have been in Murray for nearly
one month.
Park was formerly a producer
with Metavision, Inc., a Los
Angeles based film and media
productions firm.
Native of Franklin, he is a
University of Kentucky graduate
and former director of developmentfor Horse Cave Theatre.
Also honored was Jo Hem Curds, first president of the Community Theatre. During a special
ceremony, current president
Robert Valentine read a citation
recognizing Mrs. Curria as the
first life member of conununity
theatre.
Several members of the original
board of directors were
hand to
join in the salute to Park
Currie. MrPaul Kiesow wa hostess
for the went.
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TOP BANANAS — Thirty-two members of the Murray-Calloway County Cub Scout Camp had their "fill" of
projects last week. The biggest,and best-tasting, project was a 24-foot banana split which lasted only minutes
after it was complete. Scouts used three gallons of ice cream,20 bananas,two large jars of cherries,two cans
of chocolate syrup,two cans of whipping cream,25 feet of aluminum foil and one split carpet tube to make the
Ice vam delight. Ingredients were supplied by Flav-O-Rich,Big John's and Jim's IGA.
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(Continued From Page 1)
have angered the Polish
authorities, who agreed to the
papal visit after the nation's
powerful Roman Catholic church
said it would be strictly religious.
One million people — according
to the official Interpress news
agency — jammed the Hippodrome horserace track under a
baking sun to hear the pontiff on
the sixth day of his eight-day
Polish homecoming.
Police were out in force, and
just one Solidarity banner was in
evidence — "Wroclaw Solidarity," it read — compared with the
dozens that have fluttered other
papal masses during his visit.
John Paul spoke from a huge
altar built between grandstands
where two weeks ago bettors were

Budget...
(Continued From Page 1)
billion in 1986.
Reagan already has ruled out
any tax increases until 1986.
The plan also offers an
estimated $15 billion more for
domestic programs than Reagan
wants.
That figure does not include up
to another $7.5 billion set aside for
a so-called "contingency fund"for
recession relief legislation such as
a new jobs bill and mortgage
foreclosure relief — measures
which have`not yet been authorized by Congress.
The compromise budget carries
a maximum deficit of $179 billion,
if all the contingency money is
spent.
Meanwhile, the compromise
calls for $268.6 billion in new
military spending authority —
about a 5 percent increase after
inflation. Reagan had asked for a
10 percent boost.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.,
chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee, said the measure had
a "reasonably good" chance of
passage.
"I don't say it's going to be a
cakewalk. In fact, it will be very
hard to do, but I feel it's a good
product," he added.

Summer officially arrives
WASHINGTON (AP) — Though
sunbathers and many
meteorologists would say it began
three weeks ago, summer officially arrives tonight when the sun
reaches the northernmost point of
its annual trek across the
heavens.
The astronomical start of summer will occur at 7:09 p.m. EDT
when the sun is directly above a
point in the Pacific Ocean north
and west of Hawaii, said Dr.
LeRoy Dogget of the U.S. Naval
Observatory.
Summer will continue until the

1=s4

autumnal equinox marks the
beginning of fall 10:42 a.m. EDT
on Sept. 23, he said.
While astronomers reckon summer by the "official" dates,
meteorologists consider the
season to be from June through
August.
Both definitions seek to approximate the warm season for the
northern hemisphere.
Meteorologist David Ludlum
points out in Country Journal
magazine that if summer were
defined as the 93 warmest days,
summer in Washington, D.C.,
would extend from June 6 to Sept.
7.
The northernmost point reached
by the sun is known as the Tropic
of Cancer, so named because the
sun appeared in the constellation
Cancer on this date centuries ago
when the heavens were first mapped. The stars have since moved
and the sun now appears in the
constellation Tauris on this date.

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) (USDA) — Estimated
receipts cattle and calves 16101; slaughter steers and
belles not well tested; slaughter cows and bulls
about steady; limited calves and sealers steady;
feeders 1.1111-iN lower.
Slaughter steers choice 2-3 1076.1100 lbs. 0200..
CAW; good 1-2 926-1170 lbs. 56.51141.0; daughter
heifers good 1-2 126470 t
I6.8.66.75; slaughter
cows commercial 3-6 42.0644.76; utility 1,3 41.26411.311; high dressing 45.1541141; several ars to 62.01;
cutter 1-2 311.36-39.13, maple op to 42.111; calmer and
cutter under oss its. 314647.75, slaughter bulls
grade 1 13*-1140 lbs. 57.354111.211; grade 1-2 1111111-1720
lbs. 041.15; grade 2900-1611 the. 411.0041.26; choice
16-315 lb: sealers 64.1116-74.111; few choice 325.380 lb.
calves 10.51141.151.
Feeder steers medium frame 1 316460 lbs. WOO.
71.56; 111.110 lbs. 13.11111411.511; WWI law 11.11143.11;
81411 lbs. 111.11143.511; 8111418 lbs. 31.1141.11;
medium frame 2 3114111 lbs 611.116411.11111; MIMS lbs.
54.111143.1111; large frame 2 mostly Holsteins Mid
lbs. 16.1116111.36 650.711 lbs. 41.111.611.1111; 311.113115.
46.1047.411 ladading wand 1136 lbs. 47.49; heifers
medium trams 1311111 lbs. 10.11141.75; 5048 lbs.
meetly 54.1110.10; package 167 lbs. 61.11; few 001.745
Os. 56.11147.1111; wedlow frame 231110 lbs.
16.116; MISlbe, 46.111144.311.
fie.In; borrows sad glib 1111.1111 lame; 216IN WS. 46.6646.71; S 22641111 lbs. 16.16411.111; 24 101.
90 lbs. 44.11646.0; 3 310-336 lbs. 36.11646.11; seam3616 lower; 1-291410 lbs. 32.31.34.36; 461.110 Ibis Kik
34.111; Nada lba 34.21141.30; median said 3 YAMS
am slam* hammerer Melba. 24.1111/416.1111.
Steep 11111111164nd.

cheering horses to the finish line.
"Blessed are those who hunger
and thirst for justice," he said,Jais
voice rising emotionally at the
New Testament words.
"I am thinking now of the people
who work hard every day, I am
thinking of rural Poland ... the
men and women of science and
culture .... the workers of
`Pafawag' .... I bring my solidari-

ty and that of the church."
The Pafawag railway car factory, the city's biggest industrial
plant and a hotbed of union
radicalism, was the scene of
numerous strikes before Poland's
communist leaders imposed martial law in December 1981 in a bid
to crush Solidarity.
The crowd repeatedly broke into
his speech with applause.

Beta Club attends convention
Members and sponsors of the
Beta Club of Calloway County
High School attended the national
Beta Convention held June 16-18 at
the Civic Center, Atlanta, Ga.
Calloway students attending
were Perry Cooper, Raymond
Grady, Nyle French, David
Grady, Tracy Brown, Sherrie
Coles and Ron Rogers.
They were accompanied by
their sponsor, Betty Riley, their
assistant sponsor, Carol Barrow,
their assistant principal, Billy
Rue Nix, along with Mrs. Nix and
their son, John Paul.
The Kentucky delegation, third
largest present, was made up of
209 members from 14 different
chapters.
Featured speakers included
Michael Broome, Charlotte, N.C.,
from Tomorrow's America Foundation, and Marilyn VanDerber,
former Miss America.
Elected as national officers
were Grady Johnson, Jr., Meridian High School, Ill., president;

John T. Martin, Dixon County
High School, Tenn., vice president; Greg Hall, Peabody High
School, Tenn.,secretary.
Winning first place in the scrapbook contest out of a field of 25 was
Barren County High School,
Glasgow. The Kentucky talent
winner was from Walton-Vernona
High School. The team from
Western Hills, Frankfort, participated in the Quiz Bowl. Lee
Ft ard from Christian High
School, Hopkinsville, made the
final three in his race for vice
president.
The students visited exhibits
representing colleges and universities from throughout the United
States, and also attended special
workshops.
The entire convention had a picnic at Six Flags Over Georgia on
Friday.
Beta Club is a national honor
organization recognizing scholarship achievements, character and
leadership.

OBITUARIES
Grogan services
set for Thursday

'Dee'Pinkerton
dies at hospital

The funeral for Mrs. Manon
B.D.(bee) Pinkerton, 63, Rt. 5,
Charlton Grogan will be Thursday died Monday at 4:45 p.m. at
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Max Murray-Calloway County
Churchill Funeral Home. The Hospital.
Rev. Paul McAdoo will officiate.
The deceased was the
Burial will follow in the South evangelist, founder and pastor of
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Bible Facts Church, located off
Friends may call at the funeral Highway 121 South near Hicks
home after noon on Wednesday.
1 Cemetery.
Mrs. Grogan,81, Rt. 4, died SunHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
day at 3:35 p.m. at Westview Nur- Ann Moore Pinkerton, to whom he
sing Home. She was a member of was married on July 26, 1950.
the South Pleasant Grove United
A veteran of World War II and a
Methodist Church.
retired professional engineer, he
Born April 11, 1902, in Calloway formerly operated the firm of
County, she was the daughter of Custom Built Portable Buildings.
the late Joe Charlton and Ellen
Born May ,14, 1920, at Mayfield,
Moore Charlton.
he was the son of the late Jim
She is survived by her husband, Pinkerton and Mitylene Travis
William S. Grogan, Fern Terrace Pinkerton.
Lodge, to whom she was married
The body will be cremated. No
on Oct. 28, 1922.
services or visitation are schedulOne daughter, Mrs. Tom (Fay) ed. The family requests that no
Hughes, Pataskala, Ohio, sur- - flowers be sent.
vives, along with four sons, Bill
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
Grogan and wife, Retha, Tempe, is in charge of arrangements.
Ariz., Gerald Grogan and wire,
Peggy, El Campo, Texas, Max
Grogan and wife, Clara, Jackson,
Mich., and Jack Grogan, Folsom,
Calif.
Ten grandchildren and seven
great-grandchildren also survive.
James Howard Long, father of
Dr. James Thomas Long of Murray, died Sunday at the JacksonMadison County General Hospital,
Jackson,Tenn.
Mr. Long, 72, was a resident of
101 East Grove Rd., Gleason,
Tenn. A retired maintenance
employee for Weakley County, he
Services for Miss Dollie Amy
was a member of the New Valley
Ray were today at 10 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway Morti- United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 5, 1910, in Gibson
cians, Paris, Tenn. W.W. Heflin
County, Tenn., he was the son of
officiated.
Burial was in the Hazel the late Elbricige Long and Flossie
Reeves Long.
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Miss Ray, 80, Magnolia Apartments, Paris, died Sunday after- Lessie Sanders Long; two
noon at the Henry County General daughters, Mrs. Joyce Lofton of
Antioch, Tenn., and Mrs. Jessie
Hospital there.
Born Aug. 27, 1902, in Calloway Fay Guerra of California; one son,
County, she was the daughter of Dr. Long of Murray; six grandthe late William M. Ray and Pat- children.
The funeral will be today at 3
tie Lee Kirk Ray.
Miss Ray was a member of the p.m. in the chapel of the
Church of Christ and was a former Gallimore Funeral Home,
employee of Salant and Salant for Gleason, Tenn. The Rev. Stan
Weldon and the Rev. Joe
a number of years.
Survivors are one brother, Wheatley will officiate.
Burial will follow in the New
William Ray of Hazel and several
Valley Cemetery.
nieces and nephews.
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Will treating symptoms
solve the problem?
Before U.S. taxpayers bail out U.S. banks and
foreign governments to the tune of $8.4 billion, someone should make sure: (a) That this is the best
way to solve the international monetary crisis, and
(b) That the latest round of loans will actually be
paid back someday. That's the gist of a plan by Congressmen Jack Kemp and William Armstrong to
modify the administration's proposed 40 percent increase in America's contribution to the International Monetary Fund. And it's a pretty good gist.
No one wants to see such major economic entities
as Chase Manhattan, not to mention Brazil, go belly
up. Too many countries, and too many big banks,
have too much invested already for the world
economy to survive large-scale defaults. It's that
very fact that leads Kemp and Armstrong to ask a
good question: Can it be that all these countries are
in all this trouble simply because they
simultaneously followed bad national policies?
Probably not. More likely, they are common victims of a systemic problem: The breakdown of the
international monetary system in the 1970s, a
decade of floating exchange rates, paper currencies, and OPEC price wars. This isn't to say that the
countries and banks in question responded prudently to these developments; if they had, the latest
"temporary" bail-out wouldn't be necessary. It
does mean that a simple infusion of cash won't be
enough. Hence, Kemp and Armstrong suggest that
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan renew his call
for an international conference to fix the system
that helped caused the liquidity crisis to begin with.
That's one way to ensure that the IMF's investment is a good one, and the congressmen have
several others:
Kemp and Armstrong suggest tha the IMF reevaluate its own lending requirements. Many IMFimposed austerity programs aren't so much tough
as they are counterproductive. As a condition for
loans to Mexico, for example, IMF officials required a huge tax increase that is almost certain to
dampen Mexican growth. That's a strange policy to
be pushing on a country trying to work its way out of
debt.
It's even stranger when you realize that the IMF
seeks to force the same policy on much of the world
economy simultaneously. "You can't have every
country increasing its exports and decreasing its
imports at the same time," Henry Kissinger wryly
points out.
Finally, the congressmen suggest that while
some action by the U.S. government is necessary,
the banks and the IMF have got to do their share.
For the banks, that means changes in the rules that
govern overseas loans. A percentage of nonperforming loans should be written off as losses, and
larger loss reserves required, as former Chase
Chairman George Champion has suggested. This
will make for more honest accounting to
stockholders and will act a a natural check on excessive loan shecmes in the future.
For the IMF, it means keeping closer track of
how much different countries are borrowing from
individual banks. It may also mean using some of
the IMF's $40 billion in gold reserves to cover the
latest bailout. If indeed the loans are temporary
and will be repaid, this should present no problem.
At a minimum,some of those Observes should be used as collateral for the loans. This will remove the
pressure on banks to allow bad loans to float indefinitely, and will guarantee that the American
taxpayer is not left holding the IMF's bag.
Kemp argued the case for reform rather well in
announcing the plan two weeks ago: "We cannot
think that our responsibility to help our friends is
satisfied merely by appropriating money. We must
also make sure that help is effective. That means
solving what is wrong with the system as well as
treating the symptoms." It's not a new metaphor,
but it's an apt one.
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My friend, Van Valentine, 916
North 16th Street, has published his
book,"My Memories."
Van, who has been a musician,
composer, postal worker and
historian for years, says he got the
idea for his book from remarks made
by Max Hurt one evening at a dinner
meeting of the Murray Post Office
employees.
Mr. Hurt said, "If someone working in the post office would jot down
incidents that happen from day to
day among the employees and with
the public and compile them into a
book, it would make some very interesting reading."
Van has done just that.
It's what he calls the realization of
the third of three "pipe dreams" he
has had in his life. The first was to
have a pipe organ in his home, and he
did for 8 or 10 years. The second was
the adoption of a daughter, which he
and his late wife, Eliza Ann Curd
Valentine and to whom his book is
dedicated, did in 1949.
Van is a walking history book on
Murray and Calloway County since
the early 1920s, and I believe he has
saved as many clippings, printed
programs, phonograph records,
tapes and memoribilia such as that
as anyone I have ever known.
But, from it all has come his book,
which he started last October, first
writing out his thoughts in longhand
and then typing them for the printer.
He had 100 of the books printed, and
he is selling them "to my friends" for
$5 each, far below the printed cost,
believe me.
• • •
The first part of"My Memories" is
a sort of family tree of Van's family.
The next section deals with his immediate family and his boyhood,
recalling any of the memories which
have stayed with him through the

years.
Of his father, he wrote,"My father,
William Monroe (Pappy) Valentine,
I never called 'the old man' like a lot
of fellows do. When he would speak
short or correct me, it would hurt a
lot worse than the spankings my
mother gave me. I don't remember
him ever whipping me, but he did hit
me over the head with a fiddle bow a
couple of times."
• • •
Van writes about finding in one of
his scrapbooks a paid note on the
Bank of Murray. He had the
newspaper agency as a young man
for all the daily papers coming into
Murray from Paducah, Louisville,
Memphis and Nashville. Murray
didn't have a daily paper at the time.
In his book, he wrote:
"I needed 8200 and went to Mr. Ed
Filbeck, cashier at the Bank of Murray. He also was my Sunday School
teacher at First Methodist Church.
"Mr. Felbeck said, 'I know you are
good for it, but it is a policy of the
bank to have two co-signers.' I took
the note over to the post office and
had John K. Shelton, the assistant
postmaster, sign it. John was a big
land owner around Kirksey, worth a
lot, and I took it to the Diuguid Hardware Store and had my good friend,
E.S.(Little Ed)Diuguid,sign it.
"I carried it back to the bank and
handed it to Mr. Filbeck. He looked
at it and said,'Why didn't you get Mr.
Warren Swann to sign it, too?" Mr.
Swami was one of the wealthiest men
in Murray. 'Little Ed' Was the son of
the president of the Bank of Murray.
• • •
In writing about friends, Van
recalls his acquaintance with the late
Dr. John W. Carr, the first president
of Murray State. Dr. Carr, he wrote,
had a great sense of humor.and
always seemed to enjoy joking with

Van.
"I was delivering special
deliveries," he wrote, "and would
walk when I had a letter for Dr. Carr.
One day, I delivered one to him and
he said,'I will walk back to town with
you.' He opened his letter as we walked, and a picture of a young lady
dropped out.
"It was from a lady who wanted a
job teaching in the English Department. He said, 'Van, she is a pretty
young lady. Don't you think we
should give her a job?' He did, and
she taught until she was old enough to
retire."
Van wrote about a trip he, Yewell
Harrison, Conn Linn Humphrey and
his brother, Ottis Valentine, made to
Paducah to hear John Phillp Sousa
and his famous band. The concert
was in the old Orpheum Theater.
"We sat on the front row of the
balcony," he wrote. "When they
were playing 'Stars and Stripes
Forever,' the tune for which Sousa is
famous, they got to the place where
the picolo takes a solo and Conn Linn
said,'Now, listen to the picolo.' Well,
six picolo players lined up across the
stage and of all the tweet, tweet,
tweeting, you never heard!"
Elsewhere, he wrote about Max
Churchill, one of our local funeral
directors. "Before dial phones," he
wrote,"our number at the post office
was just. one digit different from the
phone at Max's undertaking place.
One day, a lady called Max and asked,'Do you have a box down there for
me?'
"Yes, mam,' Max re-plied. 'How
big is it?' she then asked, and Max
said, 'About six feet long and three
feet wide.' She said, 'Who is this?'
and Max replied, 'This is Max Churchill. I am a local undertaker.' The
lady hung up real quick."
•

•

•
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Van retired Dec. 30, 1965, after 38
years in the postal service here in
Murray, and in his book he recalls
humorous incidents which took place
during those years. For example:
A lady presented a small package
for mailing with a Cincinnati, Ohio,
address to the window clerk. Placing
the package on the scales, the clerk
said,"Twelve cents, please."
"I received this package from Cincinnati with 10 cents postage on it,"
the lady protested.
Rechecking the weight, the clerk
again said, "Twelve cents is the correct postage."
Somewhat miffed, the lady snapped, "Will you please tell me why I
receive these packages for 10 cents
coming down from Cincinnati and
always have to pay 12 cents to send
them back?"
For the want of a better explanation, the clerk simply said, "Maybe
it's uphill."
Another lady walked up to the Savings Bond window. "I would like to
buy a bond," she said. "What
denomination, please?" the clerk
asked. "Church of Christ," the lady
replied sweetly.
• • •
I could go on and on telling you
more of the stories Van has recalled
in his book about his friends and the
people he has known — people like
Charlie Dale, Mr. Vernon Stubblefield, Jim Glasgow, Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Hutchinson, George
Cooper, Uncle Dick Allbritton, Dr.
Hugh Houston, Ina Reavis, Price
Doyle, Thyra Crawford, Mary
Farmer, Wesley Waldrop, Bub
Doran and Brian Tolley to name a
few.
If you have lived in Murray all or
most of your life as has Van, you'll
enjoy "My Memories," although the
number of copies are rather limited.

looking back
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Von Valentine's book,'My Memories,'is out
and packed with Murray history and folklore
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NEW YORK (AP) — You know the
economy is improving when Paul
Volcker gets renominated Federal
Reserve chairman and the head of a
savings organization says his industry is "well on the road to
recovery."
It wasn't long ago when Volcker
was being denigrated as the architect
of recession and unemployment, and
savings and loan associations were
pleading for legislative or any other
kind of aid.
But thinking has shifted in recent
months,and Volcker is called steady,
reliable and the best choice to lead
the economic recovery.
The shift came with the big shift in
interest rates: Volcker took most of
the flak without complaint when the
prime interest rate hit 21.5 percent in
December.
Now that interest rates are down,
he absorbs the accolades although he
probably was just one of many factors involved in the decline.
The savings and loan people — who
a year ago claimed suffocation under
high interest rates and unfair competition, blaming Volcker's Federal
Reserve for some of their condition

— sound ecstatic now.
They still jump if you approach
from behind and yell "rising interest
rates," but they have regained
enough business and confidence to
concede "we're well on the road
toward recovery."
Leonard Shane, who heads a 81.5
billion savings and loan in Huntington Beach, Calif., as well as being
chairman of the U.S. League of Savings Institutions, said just that the
other day. But he didn't shout it, going instead to Whitefield, N.H.,to say
his piece.
Lower interest rates have reduced
savings costs and helped offset the
squeeze on earnings from those old,
low-rate mortgages that sensible
homeowners won't retire. Once again
lenders are making money on new
mortgages.
Iu addition, the new insured money
market accounts have bfought In
$43.4 billion since the associations
were cleared to sell them in
December. In the 21 months before
December the associations had a net
deposit outflow of $43.7 billion,
because they couldn't compete with
money market mutual funds.

Jack Carlson, executive vice president and chief economist of the National Association of Realtors, comments that "the recovery that began
during the first quarter of this year
has gained momentum during the second quarter." Jack Lavery, Merrill
Lynch's chief economist, remarks
that -the economy's tone of acceleration was manifest again in the most
recent indicators."
Housing starts, domestic new car
sales and installment credit outstanding all are higher, showing the stillpressed consumer was doing his best
to push things along. For their part,
producers pushed industrial production in May to the sixth straight mon• thly advance.
All this looks very good, but there
are complications. Interest rates remain high, and as a consequence the
dollar remains too strong compared
to other currencies. There are the big
foreign loan debts to contend with,
and unemployment seems to have
got stuck in unacceptable double
digits.
These are some of the problems of
recovery,and you don't need to guess
who is destined to deal with them:
Paul Volcker.

Ten years ago
The Murray Lions Club has agreed
to equip a blood bank in the wing of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, according to Rex Thompson, retiring president, and James
Harmon,new president.
Deaths reported include Galon
Willis, 76, Dee Williams and J.B.
Joslin,89.
Bob Williams, anesthetist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and Bill Strong, pastor, will speak at
special series,"Reach Out For Life,"
starting June 23 at Murray Seventhday Adventist Church.
Vicki Murchison, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D.J. Murchison, Rt. 1,
Fulton,and Tommy Jones,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvis Jones, Murray, were
married May 26 at First United
Methodist Church, Fulton.
Martha Wisehart, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart of Murray, has enrolled at Oklahoma Baptist University,Shawnee,Okla.
Twenty years ago
The Public Housing Administration yesterday approved a loan of
$359,422 to the City of Murray for construction of 30 low rent homes for the
elderly. The loan was requested by
the Murray Municipal Housing Commission, W.G. Nash, chairman.
These will be in addition to the 62
units already completed.
Zip codes to be used starting July 1
by various postoffices as released by
postmasters were Lester Nanny,
Murray,42071, Preston Perry, Hazel,
42049, Gene Watson, Lynn Grove,
42062, and Mack T. Tarry, Dexter,
42036. Other postoffices in Calloway
County include Almo, 42020, Hamlin,
42046, Kirksey, 42054 and New Concord 42076.
An ice cream supper,sponsored by
the Mothers Club, will be at Faxon
School on June 22. Music will be by
the Rhythm Rambler String Band.
Bill Graham of Murray was named
as best golfer of the year by the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walston of
St. Louis, Mo., are the guest of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nanney.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include Oscar
Robinson,78.
Navy Lt. Cdr. Gaylord T. Forrest,
husband of the former Marilyn
Mason of Murray, graduated from
the course,"Command and Staff," at
the United States Naval War College,
Newport, R.I.
Gerald Cooper and Lowell Cooper
of the Hazel High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of America attended the state FFA convention in
Louisville. They were accompanied
by their chapter advisor, Carmon
Parks.
Morris Hadden, Hal Hadden, Tommy Bates, Larry Don Buxton and
MacArthur Fitts attended Boy Scout
Camp at Camp Pakentuck,111.
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Williams- merson wedding planned Carlisle and Hepper vows to be said
. Mr. and Mi-s. Charles
B. Williams of New
Albany, Ind., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
his daughter, Sharon
Ann, to Gary Dwaine
Emerson, son of Mr. and.
Mrs. James Ft—Emerson
of Murray.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of the late Mrs.
Juanita Williams.
Miss Williams is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Essie Williams and the
late L.H. Williams and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
E.B. West.
A 1983 graduate of
Calloway County High
School, Murray. she has
been employed for the
past two years at Kroger
and is currently
employed at Begleys.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Willie B.
Emerson and the late
Odessa Emerson and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
B.E. Walton.
A 1980 graduate of
Calloway County High
School, Murray, he is
presently attending Murray State University studying in the field of civil
engineering. He has been
employed for the past
five years at Kroger.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday.
July 22, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Sharon Ann Williams to marry Gary Dwaine Emerson
Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
All relatives and tend the wedding and the
in the Fellowship Hall of
A reception will follow the church.
friends are invited to at- reception.

Coming community events listed
Tuesday,June 21
Tuesday,June 21
Murray Assembly No.
Quilt Lovers will meet
from 6 to 8 p.m. at 19 Order of the Rainbow
Calloway Public Library. for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Christian Women's
Fellowship of First ChrisMurray Optimist Club
tian Church will have a will meet at 7 p.m. at
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. Homeplace Restaurant.
at church parlor.
Esther Sunday School
Retires of Local 1068 of First Baptist Church
UAW-CIO-AFk will 'have will _meet at 7 p.m. in
a potluck suiVer at 5:30 church chapel.
p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Swim party and picnic
for grades 5 to 8 of MurMurray TOPS (take off ray Country Club will be
pounds sensibly ) Club frm 5 to 8 p.m. Each
will meet at 7 p.m. the member may bring one
Health Center.
guest.
Alcoholics Anonymous
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will meet at 8 p.m. at
will
be presented by Murwestern portion of
Livestock and Exposition ray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. in ConCenter.
vention Center, Kentucky
Dam State Park.

BARGAIN
MATINEES
Every Day
Cheri & Cine
All Seats

S 2.00
Except
"'SUPERMAN lii
See Ads For Times

Wednesday,June 22
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Bazaar workshop will
be at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
Women of First
Presbyterian Church will
have a "brown bag" luncheon at noon at the
church.
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club will
be golf and bridge at 9:30
a.m. and luncheon at
noon.

central e•nter 753-3314

Ladies day events at

•

Wednesday,June 22
Oaks Country Club will
include golf with Carolyn
Caldwell as hostess and
bridge with Joyce
Thomas as hostess at 9:30
a.m.
Thursday,June 23
Murray Chapter of
Business and Professional Women will have a
family picnic at 6 p.m. in
pavillion by old courthouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Thursday,June 23
"Sweet Charity" will
be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m.
in Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Murray State University Theatre will present
"Sing Out, Kentucky" at
8 p.m. at Kenlake State
Park.
Westside Singles Group
will begin meeting for
weekly devotions and
fellowship at 6 p.m. at
Golden Age Club will Westside Baptist Church.
have a potluck luncheon
Mothers Day Out will
at 11:30 a.m. in the social be at
9 a.m. at First Baphall of First United tist Church.
Methodist Church.
Mothers Morning Out
Senior Adults of First will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Baptist Church will have First Baptist Church.
a potluck at 11:30 a.m. at
Parents Anonymous
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Jody Cochran.
information call 759-1087
or 753-6089, anytime, 753Chapter 50 of Disabled
4126, evenings, and 762American Veterans and
2963, days.
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Records named
Legion Hall.
Best-selling records of
Activities for senior the week of June 19 based
citizens will be from 10 on Cashbox magazine's
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel nationwide survey were
and Douglas Centers and as follows:
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
1. "Flashdance," Irene
Ellis Center.
Cara
2. "Let's Dance,"
MADD, Mothers David Bowie
Against Drunk Drivers,
3. "Beat It," Michael
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Jackson
Henry County Farm
4. "Time," Culture
Bureau Building, 406 N. Club
Poplar St., Paris, Tenn.
5. "She Blinded Me
With Science," Thomas
Junior Golf will be at 9 Dolby
a.m. at Murray Country
6. "Little Red CorClub.
vette," Prince
7. "Electric Avenue,"
Couples Tennis will be Eddy Grant
at 6 p.m. at Murray Coun8. "Always Something
try Club.
There To Remind Me,"
Naked Eyes
Senior citizens
9. "My Love," Lionel
greenhouse wIl be open Richie
from 1 to 3 p.m.
10. , "Affair of the
Heart," Rick Springfield

Mr. and Mrs.• Max'.
Carlisle of St. Louis, Mo.,
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Maxine, to
William R. Hepper,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Hepper, also of St. Louis.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Myrtle Jones Farmer and
the late Lester Farmer of
Murray, and of Mrs.
Stella Carlisle and the
late Victor H. Carlisle of
Henderson.
Miss Carlisle is a
graduate of Southwest
Missouri State University
at Springfield where she
received her degree in
speech communications
and business. Her sorority is Alpha Sigma Alpha.
The groom -elect
received both his
Bachelor of Arts and
Master of'Arts degrees in
Education from
Southwest Missouri State
University.
Mr. Hepper is
employed as a sales
representative with
Princeton Industries, St.
Louis.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
July 30, at 6:30 p.m. at
Union United Methodist
Church,St. Louis. Mo.

Maxine Carlisle will
marry William R. Hepper

Newborns, dismissals listed by local hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
June 15, was 137 adults
and six in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Steven C. Oakley, 817
Highland, Nashville,
Tenn.; Dennis C. Stanley,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Earl Gene
Haneline, 824 South
Fourth St.; Mrs. Constance L. Stubblefield,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Marty L.
Stom, 97 Riviera Cts.;
Mrs. Phyllis L. Turner,
Rt. 2;
Mrs. Martha A.
Howard, Rt. 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Miss Stacy
L. Wyatt, Rt. 5, Benton;
Mrs. Flora B. Duncan,
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.;
Jimmie W. Colson, Rt. 4;
Mrs Helen•Fellman, New
Concord; Mrs. Mary
Suzanne Bedwell, Rt. 1,
Hardin;
Mrs. Susan Marie
Jones, 1314 Diuguid Rd.;
Paul E. Jackson, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Nell Norsworthy,
Hamlin; Mrs. Laura L.
Clark, Hazel; Flavil M.
Pendergrass, Rt. 1, Farmington; Odell Jarrett,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Ruth Ovie
Gardner, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Onie B. Sykes, 923
North 16th St.; Mrs. Ruby
L. Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Maggie W.
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Amon W. Owen, Rt. 6;
Mrs. Mattie M. Burkeen,
Rt. 1, Almo; Billy, H.
Sherdon, Dukedorm,
Tenn.; Bryant E. Perry,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.;
Charles H. Parris, Rt. 5.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
June 16, was 129 adults
and seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Ford,
parents, Gary and
Pamela;
Baby boy Stubblefield,

parents, Jonny and
Phyllis.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Elizabeth E.
Rogers, 1316 Vine St.;
Mrs. Martha J. Watts,
Apt. 12 Hales Apt.; Mrs.
Erma L. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Almo; Miss Duste J.
Tynes, Rt. 8; Mrs. Dallie
Mitchuson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Joetta H. Driver, 130
Willowich, paducah
Mrs. Marla J. Smith, Rt.
7, Mayfield;
Marion F. Norwood,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn..; Mrs.
Beverly Ann Foutch, Rt.
1, Hazel; Mrs. Tammy G.
Doran, Rt. 3, Fulton; Billy J. Cannady, Lynn
Grove; Miss Candy A.
Stockwell, 104 South 13th
St.; Mrs. Sally M. Ferris,
Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Louise Ray,Hazel;
Mrs. Audrey B. Cook,
Rt. 6; James Michael
Sykes, Rt. 2; Miss Jill R.
Ridgeway, Rt. 4, Paris,
Tenn.; Richard A.
Hudgins, 711 Salem Circle, Paris, Tenn.; Bryan
T. Carroll, 820 Lois,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Phyllis Tucker, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Archie D.
Turbyfill, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Seymour Nanney, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Lois H.
Norwood, Rt. 1, Hardin;
William E. Barnhill, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Thelma Otis Byars, Fern
Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Maree H. Bushart, 209
Fourth St., Fulton; Orbie
Culver, Sr., Rt. 1, Dexter;
Ewen B. Allbritten (expired) 1510 Cardinal Dr.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, June
17, was 119 adults and
seven in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Baby Girl Adams,
mother, Roberta,Rt. 5.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Billy Basingim, Rt. 1,
Water Valley; Miss Tyrtorus T. Jackson, 726 E.
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Alphas hear students
Members of the
Calloway County High
School Speech Team
presented a program at
the meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's Club on
Saturday, May 28, at the
club house.
Kenneth Futrell, Allen
McClard and Sherri Mills
presented a program of
impromptu speaking and
dramatic interpretation
which has brought
numerous honors to the
Calloway team during the
past year in state,
regional and national
contests.
The Calloway Speech
team is coached by Larry
England.
Mayrell Johnson,
chairman of the department, presided. New

members of the department include Mrs.
George Patterson, Mrs.
Jack Kennedy, Dr.
Pauline Waggener and
Mrs. Lemma Warren.
Elected as new officers
for the 1983-84 club year
were Frances Brown,
chairman; Sue Fairless,
vice chairman; Frances
Whitnell, treasurer;
Laura Jennings,
secretary.
A luncheon was served
with the hostesses being
Evelyn Bradley, chairm a n, Mrs. M. P.
Christopher, Mrs. Raymond Dixon, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, Mrs. Ben
Trevathan and Dr.
Helene Visher.
The next meeting will
be on Sept. 24.

Best-selling records released
Best-selling country- Don Williams
western records of the
5. "Highway 40 Blues,"
week of June 19 based on Ricky Skaggs
Cashbox Magazine's na6. "Stranger in My
tionwide survey were as House," Ronnie MilSap
follows:
7. "I.O.U.," Lee Green1. "You Can't Run wood
From Love," Eddie Rab8. "In Times Like
bitt
These," Barbara Man2. "Fool for Your drell
Love," Mickey Gilley
9. "Oh Baby Mine,"
3.-"Our Love Is on the Statler Brothers
Faultline," Crystal Gayle
10. "Love Affairs,"
4. "Love Is on a Roll," Michael Murphey
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South St., Mayfield; Mrs. St., Mayfield; Mrs. Ruby
Linda M. Harrell, Rt. 1, M. Smith,609 Pine Ridge,
Almo; Mrs. Sonja D. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Clovis
Joyce, 305 South Fifth R. Jones, Rt. 4; Mrs. Ola
St.; Robert John Carson, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Galbreath, 1607 Ryan Mrs. Gertie M. Garland,
Ave.; Walton E. Stallons, 609 Broad Ext.; Mrs.
810 Sha Wa Circle;
Esther Doores, Rt. 1,
Edward E. Johnson, Kirksey;
Rt. 5; Mrs. Vickie Knight,
Milton E. Walston, Rt.
Rt. 1, Farmington; 8; John W. Myers, 144
Willard Duncan, Rt. I, Walnut Ct., Benton;
Dexter; Miss Lone A. Daniel 0. Jones, 214
Walker, Box 123, Paris, North 13th St.; Elmer W.
Tenn.; Jimmy S. Bolen, Rudolph, Rt. 1, Hardin;
415 South Eighth St.; Mrs. Clara F. Carter (exMrs. Brenda C. Webster piredi 1617 1 Ryan Ave.;
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Mrs. Etta pick (expired)
Wingto;
Convalescent Division,
Mrs. Matronia k
. , Murray -Calloway
Brown, 417 South Nin
Hospital.
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We are pleased to announce
that Cindy Lilly, 11
bride-elect of t
Brad Taylor,
ov
a°,
sehalsectimonsade
from
our Bridal
Registry for
Dikcorative Accessories. Cindy je
and Brad will be An
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Knight and Ryan vows solemnized at Red Rock State Pa

DATEBOOK

rk

Compton reunion Sunday

Miss Jacquelin Anne skirts with sheer
capes.
ico Gallup Branch. She is
Knight, daughter of Mr.
The groom chose his employed
as a special
and Mrs. William F. father,,Charles
B. Ryan, service adrninistrat
or for
Knight of Gallup, N.M., as best man.
certificates of deposit and 4
and C. Michael Ryan,son
Groomsmen were
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knight, David Martin Bill IRA at First Interstate
elli Bank,Gallup.
B. Ryan, of Murray, were and Charles
Mataya.
Mr. Ryan, a graduate•
married on Saturday,
The bride's mother of Murray
High School,
May 7.
wore a long pastel pink received
his Bachelor of
The ceremony was per- print of quinna
material. Arts degree in
music
formed by Judge Lidio The groom's
mother was education from
Murray
Rainaldi at 7 p.m. at Red attired in a floor
length State University.
He
Rock State Park, Gallup, dress of beige
chiffon teaches band and choir
at
N.M.
with cocoa chiffon waist Fort
Wingate Boarding
Music was presented and full three
-quarter Scoot, Fort Winga
te,
by Ruth Ruiz, pianist, sleeves with
rhinestone N.M., and is a lieute
and Barbara Worth and trim.
nant
in the State Guard.
Gabe Campos,singers.
Corsages of altiman
Out-of-town guests for
The improvised altar were presented
to the the wedding were
Mr.
was flanked on each side mothers of the
bridal cou- and Mrs. Charl
es B.
by white stands of pink ple, to the bride'
s grand- Ryan, Murray, paren
ts of
flowers with greenery. mother, Mrs.
George groom; Mrs.
'Rita
Pink bows were used on Naglich, to the
groom's Dykstra, Memp
his,
the stands and at points aunt, Mrs. Jame
s B. Tenn., sister of groom
on the wall behind the Evans, and
;
to the Mrs. James B. Evans
altar.
,
groom's sister, Mrs. Rita Boone
, N.C., aunt of
The bride
tjykstra.
groom; Mr. and Mrs.
The bride wore a pastel
Reception
George Naglich, grandrose wedding gown
A reception-buffet was parents
of bride, Miss
designed with long fitted served imme
diately Cara Lewis, cousin
of
bodice with pleated skirt, following the
ceremony.
bride, Bill Donnelly and
sheer jacket high lace
The three-tiered wed- Gary Ivers
on, Albuquerneck and sheer sleeves ding cake was
topped que, N.M.; Mr. and Mrs.
with lace cuffs.
with a family heirloom. Albert
Marsh, Grants,
She carried a bridal The groom's cakes
were N.M.; Mr. and Mrs.
bouquet of pink flowers a drum, a piano
and a Ramon Perez, Vaugh
n,
with greenery.
guitar.
N.M.; Mrs. D.L.
The matron of honor
The couple left for a Phoenix, Ariz. Massey,
was Diane Hall. The maid wedding trip and
are now
of honor was Leora at home in
Gallup, N.M.
Rehearsal luncheon
Knight. Sandra Petrovich They will be visiti
ng the
The
groom's parents
was the bridesmaid. The groom's paren
ts in Mur- were hosts for the rehearflower girl was Crystal ray during the
first two sal luncheon at Earl's
Hall.
weeks of July.
Restaurant at Gallup.
The attendants wore
The new Mrs. Ryan is a
Mrs. Evans, aunt of the
Daphne Rose dresses graduate of Gallu
p High groom, was hostess for
designed with empire School and atten
ded the the bridesmaids'
waists and long pleated University of
New Mex- breakfast also at Earl's.

The annual Compton family reunion will
be held
Sunday, June 26, at the large pavillion at
Kenlake
State Park. A basket dinner will be served at
noon.
All family members and guests are invited
to attend and for information call 753-5346.

Tennis ploy Thursday
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday and Friday, June 23 and 24, at9
a.m.(note change of time) at the club.
Lineups are as follows: Thursday — Court One —
Rainey Apperson, Shirley Homra, Andrea Hogancamp and Shelia Farmer, Court Two — Emmy Edwards, Donna Keller, Jeanette Williams and Nancy
Whitmer, Court Three — Sharon Wells, Brenda
Marquardt, Lanette Hunt and Penny Cappock;
Friday — Court One — Vickie Baker, Janie Ryan,
Wilda Purdom and Vicki Miller, Court Two — Lana
Smith, Sharron Brown, Kim McCoart and Frankie
McNutt.

Martha Kate Lanier born
Mr. and Mrs. David Lanier, Rt. 7, are the parents
of a daughter, Martha Kate, weighing seven pounds
two ounces, measuring 201
/
2 inches, born Thursday,
June 9, at 7:46 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another daughter, Emily
Suzanne,4.
The mother is the former Becky Imes. The father
operates Captain D's. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. I. Houston Lanier of Lexington and Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Imes, Rt. 1, Almo. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Murray,
and Mrs. Bessie Wilson, Evansville,Ind.

Chad Steven Miller born
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Book written about farmers'tobacco revolt by
Cunningham to be released this fall

McClanahan
Publishing House, Inc. of
Nashville, Tenn., has announced Sept. 1 as the
publishing date for On
Bended Knees: The Night
Rider Story by Bill Cunningham of Kuttawa.
"This is the full story of
one of the most dramatic
and sustained violent

MADD,Mothers Against Drunk Drivers, will hold
its regular monthly meeting on Thursday, June 23,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Henry County Farm Bureau
Building, 406 N. Poplar St., Paris, Tenn.
This month's guest speakers will be everyone who
is in attendance at the meeting. The entire program
will be a working session in which all those present
will be encouraged to participte and make their
suggestions about what concerned citizens will do
about the drunk driving problem in Henry County
and throughout the country.

,

partT S.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Michael Ryon

MADD will meet Thursday

, Rt.
, 144
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Mr. and Mrs. Steve Miller, Lilburn, Ga., are the
parents of a son, Chad Steven, weighing six pounds
five ounces, measuring 191
/
2 inches, born Monday,
June 20, at the Dekalb General Hospital, Decatur,
Ga. The father is employed with Venture Construction Co., and the mother is employed with South
Central Bell Telephone Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Miller
of Murray and Leon Wilkerson of Lynnville. Greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Frocie Miller and Mrs.
Mary Ridings, both of Murray.

4

Baker presented award

Air Force Tech. Sgt. Richard A. Baker, son of
Mrs. Charles M. Baker, 1207 Crestwood Place, Murray, has been decorated with the Meritorious Service Medal at Twin Mies Air Force Reserve Base,
Minnesota. The medal is awarded specifically for
outstanding non-ccmbat meritorious achievement
or service to the tinted States.
Baker is a comnunications technician with the
1974th Communications Group. His wife, Patricia,
is the daughter d Eugene M. and Betty R. Coddington of 521 Shenandoah Ave., Mount Lake Park,
Md. The sergean is a 1969 graduate of Murray High
School.

Brewer now at Guam
Airman Firs Class Jere C. Brewer,son of Glen
B.
Brewer, 307 Nwth Fifth St., Murray, and Barba
ra
S. Fisher of 1125 Brookwood, Seabrook, Texas
, has
arrived for 1uty at Andersen Air Force Base,
Guam.
Brewer, a missle systems analyst with the
43rd
Missile Mahtenance Squadron, was previously
assigned at tobins Air Force Base, Ga. He is a
1980
graduate ofClear Creek High School, League City,
Texas.

Adults plan picnic
The Senor Adults of First Baptist Church will
have a picnic on Thursday, June 23, at the home of
Mr. and Ms. Jody Cochran. A potluck lunch will be
served wth drinks being furnished. Vans will leave
the churdi parking lot at 11:30 a.m.

Weight No
eiA Longer

Menus-for the Nutrition
Progrfim for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels
have been released for
this week by Tripp Thurman, director of MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens Program.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at

The Calloway County
Retired Teachers
Association met Monday,
June 6, at 1:30 p.m. in the
Ellis Community Center.
Presenting the program was a quartet from
the Front Porch Swing
Group who sing barber
shop harmony. Members
included Pat Miller,

:41
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fiVik Pier' Imports

Jeanette Cavitt, Ruth
Eversmeyer and Martha
Crafton.
New officers of the
teachers association are
Clinton Rowlett, president; Lois Sparks, vice
president; Agnes
McDaniel, secretary;
Lucille Potts,treasurer.
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We're Moving...
CENTER,
.is Aroend The Corner
LAST WEIGOT-LOSS PROGRAM
In The village

Ark

or tea on Monday.
Today, Tuesday, the
lunch is salisbury steak,
green beans,sweet potato
patties, hot roll, butter,
cherry cobbler, peaches,
milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday's menu will
be fried chicken, mixed
vegetables4possed salad,
hot roll, 'Sutter, cantaloupe cubes, milk, coffee or tea. ,
The menui for Thursday III
will be liarbeque pork,
vegetable sticks, cole
slaw, buns, butter,
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday's menu will be
roast beef and gravy, turnip greens, mashed
potatoes, cornbread, butter, bread pudding,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
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753-0020

Hazel .and Douglas
Centers and on Tuesday
and Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
The group was served
meat loaf, cheesie
potatoes, green peas, hot
roll, butter, apple sauce
cake, apple, milk, coffee

Calloway retired teachers
hear barber shop quartet

irs,"

CAU. US TODAY

numerous old House, Inc., 1119
Winding address of Dogwood
photographs of historic Way, Nashvi
lle, Tenn. Drive, Kuttawa, Ky.
landmarks and per- 37216 or at their
Kentucky 42055.
sonalities who played a
prominent role during
OF/P.0
.411111
those turbulent times.
--Nazgalle
Cunningham, Com111*,
\ WO.
monwealth Attorney for
the 56th Judicial District
in Kentucky, has
authored numerous articles as well as his last
Be) Air Center
historical book, Flames
We are pleased to
in the Wind, published by
announce that Debbie
Cockrel Corporation of
Mason, bride-elect of
Bowling Green.
Kevin D'Angelo, has
The new book, On
made her selections
Bended knees: The Night
sic
from our
ridal
Rider Story, should be on
Registry
or
sale in local bookstores
Decorative
cby early fall.
cessories. Debbie
d
Any person desiring adKevin will be marr e
vance information about
August 6, 1983.
the book may write to McClanhan Publishing

Menus for Nutrition Program for Elderly
and Meals on Wheels released for week
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civil uprisings in the led to night time
history of our country," a beatings, destruction of
publishing spokesman property, and even the
said.
capture of entire towns
by a secret fraternity of
"The book will chroni- militants," write
s Cunncle the story of a tobacco ingham in his
book.
farmers' revolt in
In addition to the story
western Kentucky and of the Night Rider
moveTennessee between the ment, the book
will also
years 1904 and 1909 which reveal for the
first time
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Board interviewing persons to work with handicapped

Summer
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How much vitamin E?
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

be a moonlight
saver
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All Stores
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V
You get:
• plenty of deep fried clams • french fries • colt slaw
• cocktail sauce • 2 Southern style hush puppies

79

$2
Reg.$3.09

12th & Olive
753-9383

Offer Good Wednesday 8. Thursday

VERYTHING
REDUCED

*
Starting At 6:00 P.M.
*
Sat. June 24th
*
a ]] *
Downtown Murray

I DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

cancer, wIrOch I have read

about. On Ile other hand, I
don't want bone Loss from
osteoporosii Its like the old
saying, "Ydu're damned if
you do and you're damned if
you don't." Do you have any
answers?
DEAR READER — Yes.
Since you have no uterus you
cannot get cancer of the
uterus. If you lave no lumps
in your breasts there is no
evidence that you would
have a greater risk of getting breast cancer by taking
estrogen. Indeed the recent
national studies show that
birth control pills (which
contain estrogen) do not
increase a woman's risk of
breast cancer, even if she
already has benign breast
disease. So there is very little reason why you should
not follow your doctor's
suggestions. You'll be glad
you did.

Testimony concludes
in six-day hearing
for Harlan sheriff
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The administrative hearing into
the attempt to remove
Harlan County Sheriff
Paul Browning ended
Monday after six days of
testimony.
Browning was convicted by Boyle Circuit
Court of two counts of
conspiracy to commit
murder. He was acquitted of an arson charge.
The removal hearing
was held so that Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. could
receive a recommendation on whether Browning, now an inmate of
Roederer Farm near the
Kentucky State Reformatory, should be removed from office.
Under Kentucky law,
such a hearing is the only
way a governor on oust

a sheriff.
Browning is charged
with 20 separate acts of
misuse of office, any one
of which could be sufficient grounds for
removal.
Former Federal Judge
H. David Hermansdorfer,
appointed by Brown as
hearing officer, said it
probably would take the
court reporter several
weeks to transcribe the
record.
After that, Browning's
attorneys will have 20
days to file a written
response and then the attorney general's office,
acting for Brown, will
have 12 days to file its
written response.
A recommendation to
the governor is not expected until early
September.
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Meade County
bank approved

whether it really helps or
not. I am sending you The
Health Letter SR-11, Current Status of Vitamin E, to
give you this information.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB Three years ago I had a hysterectomy and both my
ovaries were removed. The
past six months I have had
pain during intercourse. I
asked my doctor about it
and he wants to start me on
estrogen which would clear
up the problem plus prevent
osteoporosis.
I can't make up my mind
what to do. I fear the consequences of long-term use.
such as breast lumps and

Sii a S

DEAR DR. LAMB - I
read your column about how
too much vitamin E can
cause a number of medical
problems. Could you tell me
how much is too much? I
was told by two doctors to
take 600 units a day alohg
with no smoking and no
more than two cups of coffee
a day.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
This was recommended
(AP) — State banking because I have a hormone
commissioner Leonard change that causes my
B. Marshall Jr. has ap- breasts to have large lumps
proved a new bank in and be sore every three
weeks. I had a mammogram
Meade County.
The bank will be and, other than these hororganized by J.R. Tobin mone changes. everything
Jr. and his family, who was OK. It goes down after
about a wee!: or 10 days.
already own a majority of DEAR READER - There
the stock in the First are a number of physicians
State Bank of Irvington in who do treat lumpy breasts,
adjacent Breckinridge known as fibrocystic
disease, with 600 units of
County.
A date was not set for vitamin E daily for eight
granting the charter to weeks. That is based on studies that reported regression
the bank.
of the lumps on such a
routine. But the report in the
Journal of the American
Medical Association pointing
out possible hazards of vitamin E states that anything
over 100 to 300 units is a
megadose and should be
used with restraint.
At the very least that
should suggest that anyone
taking large doses of vitamin E for any reason should
be carefully monitored for
any of the possible complications that have been
described.
While there is a lot of controversy on the subject,
there are studies that show
elimination of caffeine
entirely (not two cups of coffee a day) and not smoking
have also reversed such
problems. Some contrary
reports were based on studies that the original investigator stated were not long
enough and in which smoking was not stopped either.
Such controversy is not
unusual in medicine.
Vitamin E is used by a lot
of people on their own. They
are the ones I worry about
rather than the ones under
medical supervision. Everyone using vitamin E should
know about the possible dangers and the facts on
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Captain D's

know more information
about 'the respite program should contact:
Darlene Hendricks or
Sherry Graybeal, Coordinators,
c/o Core
Residence, 3218
Delaware, Paducah, Ky.,
42001.

JP

1

of Families.
No experience is nseded in order to attend this
training.
Direct experience will be provided
as part of the training
program. The training is
expected to begin late in
June and will be conducted in the evening.
The exact times and days
will depend upon the
needs of the participants.
Once a person has completed the training in
respite care, they are
qualified to contract with
the Western Kentucky
Regional Mental Health
and Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., to become
respite providers.
Providers are paid on
an hourly rate for less
than eight hours work,
then on a set rate for
periods of less than 24 and
over 24 hours.
Persons interested in
becoming respite providers, or wanting to

leM •
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plied to receive despite
services; and another 150
who are expected to participate in the program.
Due to the interest in
repite services in the
Calloway County area,
the Regional Board has
decided to conduct a
respite training program
in Murray for intrested
persons.
All respite providers
will participate in 60 hour
training program. This
program has been designed to, anticipate some of
the needs of respite
clients.
Included in the training
will be: Standard First
Aid; CPR; Medications
Training; Positioning,
Turning and Transferring techniques; Normaliztion; Working With
Persons With Behavioral
Problems; Personal
Care; Training in Self
Care Skills; and
Understanding the Needs

ssal 401 sllaS

dividuals and stay with
them while other family
members are away. The
service may also be provided in the respite providers own home depending upon the need.
Community Respite
has been in operation in
and around McCracken
County for nearly one
month. Fifteen persons
were trained in Paducah
and are now qualified to
provide respite services
to persons in the nine
counties of Western Kentucky.
To date, there are 40
families who have ap-
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The Western Kentucky*2
Regional Mental Health
and Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., is now interviewing personstwho are
intrested in becomingv
respite providers to work
with persons who have
mental retardation or
other developmental
disabilities.
This program, called
"Community Respite", is
designed to provide relief
for families with
developmentally disabled
family members. Persons who are trained as
respite providers go in to
the homes of disabled in-
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SALE PRICES THRU JULY 2, 1983
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Get Durable Gloss
Beauty, The LatexEasy Way!

It's Famous For A Reason:
QUALITY!

• Non-chalking latex gloss
stay fresh-looking

• colon

Reg. 20.99 Save 8.00
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CREDIT
One 111 DC energy Credit per customer order Sorry energy credit not ay.:able for Mrni Blinds Order must be at lomat 10 square feet
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Contemporary Beauty, Old-

ac

Fashioned Pnce
• Washable, colorfast flat finish

• Durable flat finish

• Resists cracking peeling

Reg. 19.99 Save 8.00

i
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• Contemporary palette of colors
• Latex-easy application and clean-up
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Blinds

LATEX

spre
veive
HOUSE PAINT

•$10
D.ERGIY CREDIT

Reg. 7.49
Save 1.50
A Beautiful Bargain To
Brighten Any Room!
• hour!ful fiat ed and ming Nosh

Reg. 13.99
Save 3.00

• Econornscal (overage for

log Os

• lath any applkafron and aeon alf

• tradable or

popular cokes

THE GREAT COVER-UP

•We match Colors
*Over 1200 Colors for selection

te$

*Complete decorating service
•We shake point

*Sale Prices are for White & Stock Colors Only
.11

BLACK'S DECORATING CENTER
7• 1 S.4th
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• Beautiful, scrubbable flat finish
• Easy water dean-up
• Variety of popular colors
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vVai tart Sells for Less•Wal Mart Sells for
Less•VVal

Mart Sel's for Less•Wal Mart Sells
for Less•Wit M Sells
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Save Up To 3.93
Ladies Swimsuits
•Nylon/lycra, poly/cotton/lycra
•Assorted styles and colors
•Sizes 5/6-13/14 *Reg 14 93
and 15.93

Tropical Blend
Pina Colada Lotion
Or Oil

Limit 2

Ultra Loft
Towels
Reg. 5.94

Sale

4.64

pare
LOW Com
Quality,
PRICES Pri
ces &
Every Day Select
ion!

21137Yard

Stretch Terry

Ultra Loft Hand Towels
Ultra Loft Wash Cloths
Bath Ensemble

Reg 3 94 Sole

2.64

Save 19°0
Over-the-Sink
Cutting Board

Reg I 94 Sole 1.44

*Combed 100% cotton
'Assorted colors

SIICROflo EFTECTIse
FOR OW Sited WULF

FAMILY
NAPKINS

Save 1.14
Ladies
Canvas Casuals

•Comlortable sateen
canvas upper
'Completely tricot lined
•Longwearing PVC so:e

Formby's
Introduction
To Refinishing

•Assorted colors •sizes
`, 1 u •Reo h lU
ttirinbil

t\ -\•\\,\,\-v„

•Kil contains-32 ounce

Introduction
to .
Refinishmg

furniture retioisher. 8
ounce lung oil finish, 3
refinishing pads •Step by
step instructions

Tung

0l

OT Lotion

3.67
1.18
8.43

Air Mattress
Lir Oscar

Save Up To 1.77
Cross Your Heart
Bra by Playtex

Sale
2/$3

Wal-Mart Napkins
Cl 4( I f

Wondra
Skin
Lotion
•10oz.
•Reg. 1.83

•Lace cup Ora with stretch

side and back panels
•White
Size
408/3440C
Reg • •

8.48

Sizes 36-38D
Reg 11 24

Il

OLYMPIC

—
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emov,er
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Save 1.76
Cross Your
Heart by Playtex
•100*, Polyester cup facing

Mcwoomq.al
(Fiqt)Vietiitgl
11 11111111111
h``f

and padding •100% nylon
cup •Seamless cup fiberti11
stretch straps *White
*Sizes 34A-36A. 348-38B
34C-38C •Reg 10 24

Save 1.53
Klean Kutter
Paint Remover

Save 2.30
Olympic
Weatherscreen
Qation •A,
•Reg

RatWondrait

Announce the

"SOFT TOUCH"

Save 2000
J-Wax Kit
•12

to,

Ait'ned

hOiCO

45 liatt,C

"Let us bring a'Soft Touch'to your vacation"

Oil q'.i,s

Jars
For

Save 24%
Ladies Fashion Summer Scuffs

'Polyester and man-made sole *Eye catching colors
!Machine washable .Sizes S-M-L-XL •Reg. 3.96

Dry Roasted
Peanuts

SECOND
PRIZES
Soft, Luxurious
Cannon Mills*
beach towels
plus $1000 in cash

/
'

Prices Good Thru 6/26/83
641 N.Central Center
Mon-Sot 9-9 Sun Noon-6

*60-40
'Cotton/Polyester
"Assorted Colors
Reg. 9.96
Bc'dt
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Mine disagreement continues

ARVIN CRAFTON, right, retiring president of
Murray Lions Club, has just accepted plaques from
Lion C.C. Lowry recognizing the Murray club as the
winner of both the district and the state in the
District Governors Contest.

LION C.C. LOWRY presented Lion Yancey
Watkins, right, with the George H. Ligon Traveling
Lion Plague at dinner meeting of Murray Lions
Club. Both Lions Lowry and Watkins are past
governors of District 43K.

GRAND RIVERS, Ky. the Badgett family of
(AP) — Picketing may be Madisonville.
prohibited, but the 10 men
Several telephone calls
who walked out of a coal- to the family's business
terminal on Kentucky office in Madisonville
Lake more than three were not returned on
years ago say the strike is Monday. The telephone
not.
was not answered at the
A federal judge has dock.
ordered picketing at the
Spenard said he thinks
Kentucky Lake Dock Co. he can prove his theory
halted while a disagree- when the case goes before
ment between the Na- an NLRB administrative
tional Labor Relations law judge in about two
Board and the United months. The NLRB,
Mine Workers union is Spenard said, does not
resolved.
understand the situation.
David Fox worked at
"The UMW says they
the Badgett Terminal were not picketing for
Corp. for more than 30 representation — they'd
years when he went on already been certified as
strike Jan. 21, 1980. Since the bargaining agent for
then, he has spent part of Badgett Terminal
LION RICHARD JONES, incoming president, nearly every day on the employees," said
left, was presented with "Lion of the Year" plaque picket line near the coal- Spenard."They were just
trying to get the company
of Murray Lions Club by outgoing president, Lion loading facility.
"It's been a long time, to sign a contract."
Arvin Crafton.
but it's not over yet," Fox
Johnstone's order
said. "I ain't give up prevents picketing until
yet."
the matter is resolved by
At issue is a charge by the NLRB.
the NLRB that the
workers violated the law
by picketing for more
The Murray Lions Club members of the Board of than 30 days without filheld its annual installa- Directors were Joe ing a petition for union
BOBBY WOLFF
tion of officers and Rowland, Alvis Jones, representation.
awards meeting on Tues- Charlie Lassiter and
U.S. District Judge Ed- "The first winner is the
day evening, June 14.
Frank Fazi.
ward Johnstone last week last loser. '• — Yiddish
Proverb.
The special dinner
Lion C.C. Lowry, local in Paducah granted a remeeting was at the South chairman
quest
by the federal agen- South had a big early
of the visitation
Pleasant Grove United committee,
presented to cy to keep pickets away winner at his redoubled five
Methodist Church with Arvin
Crafton, retiring from the Kentucky Lake spade contract. Unforapproximately 125 Lions president,
tunately, he stumbled on the
on behalf of the Dock Co.
and their guests present District
and State Lions, A union attorney says way to the pay window and
for the ladies night event. plaques
a
recognizing the the NLRB is confused big win was converted into
a large loss.
A meal was prepared Murray club
about
what
has
really
as the winSouth's redouble is best
and served by the ner of
both the district taken place at the dock.
explained by the fact that
families of the South and the
In
December
1979,
state in the
his team was behind in a
Pleasant Grove church.
district governor's con- employees of Badgett team match
and he thought
As has become a test.
Terminal Corp. voted to
he
needed
a
good result.
custom of the Murray
accept union representaWhy North didn't double
The Murray club earn- tion by the UMW and
Lions Club, the incoming
the five diamonds
is beyond any
District Governor of ed 165,734 points. Second workers went out on
explanations, obviously
District 43K of the Lions place in the large club strike.
Club International, Lion division (Division C) was A few months ago, the North gave great value to
Danny Cope of the won by the Henderson Ci- dock began operating his king of spades.
West led the ace of hearts
Possum Trot Lions Club, ty Lions Club with 34,191 again under the name of
which
South ruffed and
performed the installa- points.
Kentucky Lake Dock Co. round one went to declarer.
Lion Lowry also The pickets stayed up A club was led to dummy's
tion ceremonies.
Officers for the incom- presented Lion Yancey because, according to a king and South's losing diaing year are Richard Watkins with the George union attorney, the two mond went on dummy's
Jones, president; Marvin H. Ligon Traveling Lion companies involved are heart king as West ruffed.
Harris, first vice; Bill award for earning more corporate "alter egos." West had no option other
Bailey,second vice; Mike points visiting other clubs "They just changed than to lead a club (East
Outland, third vice; Roy than any other Murray names, when in actuality, surely did not bid a two card
Gene Dunn, secretary; Lion.
they're the same com- diamond suit!) and East
David Foley, treasurer;
Lion Richard Jones, in- pany," said attorney Al ruffed. East returned a
Paul Maggard, tail coming president, was Spenard of Madisonville. heart which West overtwister.
named as the Murray Spenard said both com- ruffed and another club lead
Other Lions installed as Lion of the Year.
panies are controlled by netted the defense down
two. 1000 points.
South suffered a blind
spot after ruffing the first
heart. Instead of rushing to
dummy for a diamond
discard, he should have led a
trump to dummy's king.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
Even if West had held A-J-9
trumps as South feared,
West would have lost a
trump winner by hopping
Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear
331
/
2 +48 trump ace to cash a
,
diamond. And after West
Michigan.
37% "'" ducked, South
Gulf Oil
could then
Industrial Average
-4.61
I.B.M.
1211
/
4 -3,4 safely discard his diamond
JC Penney
62% -4'8 on dummy's heart king, losAir Products
501
/
4 unc
Jerico
211
/
2unc ing only the imagined two
Ashland
34vs unc
Johnson & Johnson
4714 -f-1"• trump tricks.
American Telephone
3
4 -/
1
4
63/
35/
1
2 unc
Kmart
NORTH
6-21-A
Chrysler
3
4 -V.
29/
Mary Kay Cosm
387,8 +1%
•K6
11K 10 97 5
Dupont
49/
3
4 +½
38/
3
4 -1
Penwalt
•K 102
Emerson Electric
60% +%
Quaker Oats
493/4 +¼
•K 7 5
Ford
/
4
561
/
4 -1
351
/
2
,
Texaco
EAST
G.A F
163
/
4 +vs
323/4
EASJT
U.S. Tobacco
•
•
97
General Dynamics
1
4
56% -/
I A
Wal Mart
/
4,
813,4 -11
•Q J 8 6 4 3 2
General Motors
713
/
4 -/
3
4
Wendy's
17% -4-1/8 •AQJ973
•8 6 4
201
/
2unc +10842
General Tire
4.6
/
4
351
/
4 -3
Wetterau
Goodrich
40% +Ye
C.E.F. Yield SOUTH
8 32
•Q101154 32
•

Murray Lions Club installs
officers, announces awards

LIONS OFFICERS — Danny Cope, left front, Governor of District 43K,installed new officers and directors
of Murray Lions Club. They include,from left,front row, Richard Jones, president, Arvin Crafton,immediate
past president, Marvin Harris, first vice, Bill Bailey, second vice, Mike Outland, third vice; back row, Joe
Rowland, director, David Foley, treasurer, Roy Gene Dunn,secretary, Charlie Lassiter, director, and Alvis
Jones, director. Not pictured are Paul Maggard,tail twister, and Frank Fazi, director.

Paducah, Ky.
1317 ILEITIICAY AVE.
HWY 14 SO. OF Hen,ILL.
TOWN PLAZA WPM CIIITEI
CAPE CIRANKAII, NO.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

SWIM SUITS

20 /0

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market

OFF

SIZES 36-50

ROBBY LEN — CARAVELLE — GLAMORISE
BANK CARDS WELCOME

$

Get the most
for your
money!

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Pharmacy & Your Health
,,i. nspisslaw moire we
~SO prilty for No* Istsli.
*wool from swillswe sswwws

18 MONTHS
MONEY MARKET MONEY MARKET
VARIABLE CEILING
INVESTMENT
, CHECKING
CERTIFICATES
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT

9.9c/o

COMPOUNDED DAILY
COMPOUNDED DAILY
$2501 Alisiosse
$2500 Alike..
Rate effective Are Jew 27th
Ruts effective thrs Jose 27th
, OK avenge aiewlily balm* falls helms sasses, Mos Me decreages te 5.25%

COMPOUNDED DAILY
$500 Minimum
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Mains
LENDER

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Murray Branch
1201 Main St.
759-1630
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STOCKS— MUNICIPAL BONDS— MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

• Insured savings up to $100,000
by the FSLIC.
• Highest earnings allowable.
• Interest compounded daily on oc,coi.ints listed below.
• Convenient locations.
• Save at Home,with folks you
know.

8.5%
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0.1101116
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"Large enough to be strong, yet small enough to he friendly."

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bill Hewlett R. Ph.
Bob Dena R.Ph.
109 So. 4th
753-1462
Murray

ALZHEIMER'S
Shrinkage in size and weight of the brain is an
inevitable consequence of old age for most
people. With this shrinkage comes some loss of
memory and intellectual function (known as
senile dementia when severe). When this same
process occurs before the senile period, it is
known as Alzheimer's disease • named after the
researcher who described the condition.
The individual with Alzheimer's may
eventually become apathetic, socially
withdrawn, and unable to speak or move about.
There is no known cause for this irreversible
brain disorder. Several drugs have been used in
attempts to reverse the progression of the disease
and to restore intellectual function.
Naloxone, a drug used to *treat narcotic
overdoses, has been the topic of recent news
stories concerning the treament of Alzheimer's.
Researchers reporting in The New England
Journal of Medicine found that naloxone helped
restore partial intellectual functions in afflicted
persons. Unfortunately, naloxone must be given
by injection several times daily. Use of this drug
on a routine basis to treat Alzheimees is far from
a reality. Naloxone use in this condition is a
research breakthrough, but the drug's practical
application is probably far off.
S•1111141111
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Hog
market

Q J 93

Vulnerable: Both.
North. The bidding:
North East Soup
1,
Pass 140
Pass
2*
4*
Pass
Pass 5*
Pass
Pass Rd131.

Dealer:
West
Dbl.
5*
Dbl.
All
pass

Federal-State Market News Service June
a.1913
Opening lead: Heart ace
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Bid with The Aces
Receipts: Act. 410 EEL 350 Barrows & Gilts
$1.25 lower Sows steady 100 lower att.
under 450 8200 lower
South holds: 6-21-B
$44.30-45.
US 1.2210-3405w
1143.75-44.75 few 45.00
US 300-210 lbs
•A J
$44304435
US 2210-230 lbs.
$43.25-44.25
•A
,
US 14 so-rtalbs..
Sows
•AQ1973
821.00-31.00
US 1-3 2704311be
•
10 8 4 2
330.03-32-50
300450
lbs
US 14
$32.00-33.00
US 14450400 lba
$33.5045.00
US 14500450 lbs
US 2-3 Ntil4M lbs
North
12910-30 00 South
Boars 19.0141.06
140
oto

KU STUMP
REMOVAL
W. con remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435 4343 or 435 4319

ANSWER: Three diamonds.
Shows 16-19 points and a
fine six card or longer suit.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

Dexter
Baptist Church
Revival
June 22-26

7 p.m. Each Evening

Speaker - Rev. Leroy Bought
Music Director - Leland Peeler
Everyone Welcome

Off Old 641 North
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Warm weather months,bring household soles HOMES FOR AMER
ICANS
1

By BARBARA MAYER
Al'Newsfeatures .
Judging from the proliferation of ads for tag
sales, garage sales, house
sales and flea markets,
any weekend during the
nice-weather months will
find large numbers of
Americans outdoors —
either buying or selling
household effects and collectibles.
According to Ralph and
Terry Kovel, a husbandand-wife team who have
made a writing and lecturing career out of their
penchant for attending
such events, the number

ON

of second-hand sales has
increased more than tenfold since they began going to and writing about
them 33 years ago.
"I'll bet I could find 20
or more house sales to go
to every weekend just in
our suburban area," said
Terry Kovel recently at
her home in Shaker
Heights, Ohio.
Devotees of such events
already know that local
newspapers and
giveaway shopper
publications carry ads for
such sales. What people
may not know is that
regional publications

devoted to antiques and
collectibles list some of
the larger flea markets,
as well. Most areas of the
country have publications such as the "Ohio
Antique Review" and the
"TriState Trader Weekly" (which serves Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and
Pennsylvania), according to the Kovels
whose "Collectors'
Source Book" provides
information on these
publications, as well as
other subjects of interest
to collectors.
There are differences
among the various types

of sales. A flea market, in everything.
Often
for example, is generally items that are not
curheld in a large public rently in style will
Ile
space, such as a shopping undervalued locally
. In
mall or supermarket Westport, Conn.,
where
parking lot, and includes the country look is
very
a number of vendors, popular and comma
nds a
each with a separate premium price
, the
booth or table. Garage, Kovels recently
found an
yard and tag sales (so- ornate French
porcelain
called because all the inkwell and an early
20thmerchandise is tagged century sign
ed
beforehand) seem to of- Roycrofters lamp,
both of
fer the widest mix of which were signif
icantly
quality, ranging from underpriced.
events where the merOne of their favorite
chandise is little more stories concerns
the
than junk to good used "reproduction"
18ththings.
century American chair
House or farm sales bought for under $500
at
held when a household is Renninger's
Flea
being dispersed seem to Market, outside
Reading,
offer the best surprises, Pa. Although
RennRalph Kovel said. inger's is one
of the
Although sometimes an largest flea markets
in
antique dealer has been the country and
those
called in prior to the sale selling there are
than unloosen it. Press broken
con. You can quickly and has walked off with sidered
very
the button and you should
check by trying the elec- the best things, the buyer knowledgeabl
e, the seller
hear the welcome ring or tricity
in that area of the often gets a crack at the made a mistake
with this
chime.
house to see if the power entire contents of the chair. It later
sold for
When the plate has has
gone off. Another house.
about $100,000 at auction
been removed and both possibi
lity is that the
The Kovels have at- in New York as
wires are still attached to
the
wires from the pushbut- tended thousands of original 18thcentury
the terminals yet there is
ton to the transformer or second-hand sales around piece that it was.
no sound on pushing the
battery have become the country and say the
As a rule in local nonbutton, place the blade of
frayed or broken, in chances of finding a great professional
sales, the
a screwdriver across
which case you will have buy at one of them are ex- useful objects
such as furboth terminals or
to find the break and tape cellent. After all, they niture and sets
of dishes
unscrew the wires and it.
If it is impossible to do note, the pieces found in will go for the
highest
hold them together. so,
you will have to put in the finest antique stores prices since there
Either of these actions
is a
a new bell wire. When it is had to come from great deal of compet
ition
should produce the sound
necessary to do any work somewhere.
for them. Collectibles
you want to hear. If it
around a transformer, it
To find a bargain, a such as bookends
,
doesn't, rub sandpaper or is
wise to use a voltohm shopper has to be silverplate or potter
y
emery across the contact meter
to test the voltage. knowledgeable enough to may be easier to
find
points. Test again. No Genera
lly, transformers recognize one, so the since there is less comsound? Yet the bell or last
indefinitely without Kovels recommend petition.
chime rings when the any
need for replace- would-be shoppers do
The Kovels say there
wires are pressed men
t. When a some research by are regional differences
together? You need a new trans
former must be reading about collectibles in tastes which affect
pushbutton.
disconnected, shut off the and antiques in general prices. Large furnit
ure
In buying a new power
to it. Better yet, if and by educating pieces are more expen
pushbutton, take the old you
are inexperienced themselves in museums sive in the South where
one with you. The new
with electricity, have a and fine antique shops.
there are more big
one need not be the same profes
sional make a new
"Most good dealers will homes. Oak furniture is
size or even the same instal
lation.
be happy to tell you what more reasonable in
the
type, but the dealer will
Still another possibili- they know about a piece Midwest than on
either
be able to tell you if the ty,
although infrequent, is you admire," said Mrs. coast; oriental items are
new button will fit the that
the bell, buzzer or Kovel. Remember, popular all over, but
are
moulding or wall where chime
itself may be out of though, that the rule of especially so on the West
the old one was installed. order.
When this occurs, "buyer beware" always Coast.
Or you can measure the it
is usually due to the applies, especially at flea
For many, attending a
wall area and when you presen
ce of grease, dirt markets and house sales weekend sale appears
to
buy the new button, or
some other foreign where the seller may be a recreational activifigure out yourself matte
misinform through lack ty. Parents bring
r inside the unit.
the
whether the new one will
of knowledge.
children and enjoy the
fit that space.
(Do-it-yourselfers will
Though both the outdoors and
Once in a while, you find
helpful data on a general public and camaraderie of the occawill find the pushbutton is variet
y of subjects in An- dealers appear to be bet- sion, as the Kovels did
not the culprit. While this dy
Lang's handbook, ter informed today, the while their three childr
en
does not occur often, you "Pra
ctical Home idea that it's no longer were growing.
should know the other Repair
s," which can be possible to pick up a good
possibilities. One is that obtain
ed by sending $1.50 bargain is not accurate.
("The Kovels' Collecthe fuse has blown or the to this
newspaper at Box
The Kovels point out tors' Source Book" is
circuit breaker has 5, Teane
that nobody is an expert published by Crown.)
ck, NJ 07666.)

HOUSE
BF ANDY LANG
When a doorbell or door
chime in your house does
not ring, the odds are that
you can fix it even if you
aren't the handiest person in the world or
haven't the slightest
knowledge of electricity.
That's because, in the
large majority of instances, the trouble lies
inside the pushbutton.
When that is the case,
anyone with a small
amount of money can
purchase a new pushbutton and install it.
The voltage to the button has been stepped
down so it will not give
you a shock, which should
eliminate the fear some
persons have when they
have to do anything at all
with electric wires.
The first thing to do is
remove the two screws
that hold the pushbutton
in place. The button apparatus will not drop if
one or both of the wires
inside it is still attached
to one or both of the screw
terminals.
For the button to make
the bell or chimes signal
the presence of a caller,
both wires must be attached securely. Should
either be disconnected,
you have probably found
the trouble. Reattach the
wire around the
screwhead in a clockwise
fashion, which will
tighten it properly rather

here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Our house has
aluminum casement windows in two of the
downstairs rooms. Some
of the aluminum is pitted
in places. Can the pitted
marks be removed and is
it wise to apply wax to
any part of the windows?
A. — Yes to both parts
of your question. Rub the
pitted areas with a fine
grade of steel wool, then
apply the wax. Be
especially certain to use
the wax in the window
tracks.

tion?
way is to seal the wood, type of finish you apply, it solid
wood can I use a
A. — Before answering then stain it and then
seal will make the wood a lit- brace? I do not have an
the question, go back to it again prior to the
ap- tle darker. Therefore, electric drill.
the dealer and see plication of varnis
h, a you will have to lighten
A. — If you do much
whether you can get method which neithe the
wood ahead of time by drilling, you should have
r
another copy of the in- your husband nor
brother using a bleach. It is im- an electric drill, which
struction booklet. If not, mentioned. The theory
is portant to follow the makes the work a lot
write to the manufac- that, when you seal
the directions on the bleach easier. But in the absence
turer for it. Meanwhile, wood first, the
stain is container very carefully, of it, a brace will do very
use the orbital action likely to take a bit
more especially regarding the well for l'a-inch holes.
when you want to take off evenly, especially on
cer- washing of the wood sur- You can buy a so-called
the most wood in the tain woods which are
in- face after the bleach has spade bit for that size
fastest time, the in-line clined to "take" a
stain done its work. There are hole or an expansive bit,
action when you want to unevenly. For instan
ce, some finishes which are which includes P4-inch
get the smoothest finish. when finishing the
most used for lightening wood, holes among its adIf the wood requires only common type of plywo
od, but these are more like justable sizes.
a small amount of san- fir, you should
use a paints.
ding to get it into shape sealer made especially
for the varnish, shellac, for that kind of
Q. — When I cut inch(The techniques of uswood.
lacquer or whatever the There are two types
and-aquarter holes in ing varnish, shellac, lacof
Q. — I have never used finishing material,
skip this sealer, one to be appolyurethane varnish and the orbital sanding
and plied when the final finish
want to do so now. When I get right to the
in-line is to be paint, one when
used regular varnish in movement.
the final finish is to be
past years, I allowed the
clear.
varnish to dry overnight
Q. — I find wood
before applying a second finishing a fascin
ating
Q. — I have taken the
coat. Is this also the case hobby. While discus
sing finish off an old piece of
with the synthetic type?
the finishing of wood furniture. It looks pretty
Sample Book Orders Schumacher Books
A. — No. Polyurethane recently, my husba
nd good, but I want it even
varnishes dry much and my brother gave
me lighter, sort of a blonde
ALLPAPER
faster, usually in 23 or 4 conflicting advice
on finish but not exactly
ALL
hours. But if you want to something I would like
PAPER
V7
to white. How can I achieve
play it safe, use your get straightened
out this result?
3594 lone Oak Rd.(Across From Pixies)
overnight formula.
before I try it. On a piece
A. — No matter which
•
of unfinished furniture
Q. — I have a dual ac- should I stain the wood
tion power sander. It has and then seal it before
the orbital action when a putting on the varnish,
as
switch is placed in one my husband says, or seal
position and an in-line ac- the wood, then stain
it
tion when it is placed in and follow with the varthe other. A few days nish,as my brother says?
after I bought the sander,
A. — Perhaps neither,
I mistakenly threw away although there
is a difthe instructions. Now I ference of opinion among
would like to know when some wood finishers on
to use the orbital action the exact procedures for
and when the in-line ac- staining wood. The best
We serve Calloway County and the surrounding area

WALLPAPER
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HAIZIZK
WHEN SOLAR RAYS ENTER THE SUN room of this
house, they reach into the living room and warm the ceramicfaced concrete floors. The floor then heats the air inside while
a portion of the solar heat is absorbed in the thermal floor for
release at night as room temperature drops. Plan HA1212K
has 822 square feet on the first floor and 1,065 on the second.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry
Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.

quer, bleach, stain,
remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," available
by sending 50 cents and a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477,
Huntington, NY 11743.
QueStions of general -interest will be answered in
the column.)

For all your Trav•el Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
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JESUS CARES FOR YOU

"Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you."!Peter
You can know God's love by
asking Jesus to come into
your life. He will make the difference, and you will know
His love and peace. Jesus
will change your life from
sorrow and sadness to joy
and gladness. Ask for prayer
today!
To request prayer for healing check EL To request
prayer and instruction sheet
to receive the Holy bhost,
check C.

Write your name on the
line below and get your loved
ones to write their names
to accept Christ as Savour
and Lord
Name
Name

THIS BEAUTIFUL
CROSS WILL BE
GIVEN TO YOU
FREE

Name
Name
Name
Name

RETURN TO RAINBOW CHURCH.
EVANG. RUTH PLUNKETT. P.O. BOX
74425, LOS ANGELES, CA NUM

Name

SALE OF
CUSTOM BUILT
GARAGES
Completely Erected, Including-Zoncrele Floor
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CALL OR WRITE FOR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Our No. 1
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By the new waste-water
treatment tont

EIGOOD CONTRACTORS,INC.

12946 STATE RD 57 • 80x 1776 STATION 0 • EvAniSvILLE

753-3355
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WE WILL SEND YOU LITERATURE
ON HOW TO KNOW YOU ARE SAVED
IN OUR FILES THOUSANDS OF
LETTERS REPORT MIRACLES AND
GREAT HEALINGS AND
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Field goal chipper
maintains Panther
hopes for playoffs

Navratilova, Lloyd
advance; Vilas and
Clerc fall in opener
By BOB GVENE
AP SportsiVriter
WIMBLEDON, England (AP - Martina
v ra tilov a, simply awesome in every phase of the
game, needed only 32 minutes to crush South
Africa's Beverly Mould 6-1, 6-0 today in taking her
first step towards defending her women's singles title at the Wimbledon Tennis Championships.
The top-seeded left-hander dropped the opening
game at 15, then ripped through her opponent with
ease.
Later today, second-seeded Chris Evert Lloyd,
bidding for her consecutive Grand Slam tournament title, was to play her first-round match
against fellow American Alycia Moulton.
The second day of this fortnight-long grass court
tournament saw Christine Jolissaint of Switzerland
upset sixth-seeded Bettina Bunge of West Germany
3-6, 7-6, 11-9.
The top two seeded men, defending champion
Jimmy Connors and No. 2 John McEnroe, captured
their opening-round matches with straight-set victories on Monday.
Navratilova, who has suffered only four losses
since the beginning of 1982, was untouchable
against Mould.
In another early match today, ninth-seeded
Sylvia Hanika of West Germany defeated American
Beverly Bowes 6-3,6-2.

Murray's Mel Purcell defeats
Tim Wilkison 6-2, 4-6, 6-2, 6-1,
in first round of Wimbledon
Also scheduled for first-round action today was be
third-seeded Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia in the
men's singles, and No. 3 Andrea Jaeger and No. 4
Tracy Austin in the women's singles on the famed
courts at the All-England Lawn Tennis and Croquet
Club.
Connors eliminated Eddie Edwards of South
Africa 6-1, 7-5, 6-3. while McEnroe stopped fellow
American Ben Testerman 6-4, 7-6, 6-2.
But opening day did see several shockers. Nduke
Odizor of Nigeria upset No. 4 Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina 3-6, 5-7, 7-6, 7-5, 6.2, and Italy's Claudio
Panatta easily ousted No. 7 Jose Luis Clerc, also of
Argentina,6-1, 6-4,6-2.
Chris Lewis of New Zealand pulled off the third
upset of the day, eliminating hard-serving Steve
Denton, the No. 9 seed, 6-4, 4-6, 7-6, 4-6, 6-3 as
darkness began to fall at the All-England Championships.
"I was certainly not 100 percent out there," Vilas
said after Odizor staved off one match point before
battling his way to victory. It was at the back of
my mind," the left-hander said, referring to the
one-year suspension from Volvo Grand Prix tennis
banded him by the Men's International Professional Tennis Council for allegedly accepting appearance money.
Vilas had denied the charges and is in the process
.f appealing the MIPTC's action.
Clerc was never in his match against Panatta.
One popular winner was 10th-seeded Billie Jean
King, at 39 the "Old Lady" of the women's tennis
tour. King, who has won a record 20 Wimbledon
titles, delighted her fans with a 7-5, 6-3 victory over
Elizabeth Sayers of Australia.
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Entoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic drive - buy
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Summer Baseball Roundup
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Enix Interiors and ACT
smacked headlong in a
defensive struggle Monday, but Enix showed its
league-leading savvy by
winning a close one,5-3.
Charlie Marello pitched
the victory, Enix's eighth
without a loss this season.
Mike Kelso who started
the game,gave a boost offensively with a homer
and a double. William
Beale and Mickey Futrell
each added a double.
For ACT Sean Kelly
doubled and Brian Smith
tripled in the game which
was tied 3-3 in the third.
The second game Monday saw Artcraft
manhandle Murray
Cablevision, 20-8, behind
the two-hits apiece by
Benji Kelley, Aaron
Whitaker and Alan Jourd a n . Cablevision's
Jeremy Speight had two
of the losers' three hits.
PARK LEAGUE
ACT (3-4) moved a step
closer to the .500 mark
with an 18-12 victory over
Lad & Lassie, Monday.
Chris Jones' three
doubles, a double and two
triples by Mitchell
Downey and two extrabase hits apiece by Roger
Wallace and Chip Greene
contributed to the win.

Lad & Lassie, now 2-4,
was paced by a triple and
double by Josh Hahn.
Murray Auto Parts remained unbeaten, 7-0,
with a resounding 17-3
triumph over Carroll
Tire.
Michael Carr had two
triples and Devin Banks
had a pair of doubles in
the win. Jason Carroll's
triple was the big hit for
the losers.
JR BABE RUTH
Mark West insured
Hawaiian Tropics of its
9th win without a loss by
hurling an 18-2 victory
over Lions. West also had
his team's only extrabase hit, a double, which
was one of five hits by HT
in the game.
Mike Garland had the
only hit against West,
tagging a double.
Taco Johns'Shawn McClure drove in what turned out to be the winning
run in the second inning
and Keith Tyler limited
Kiwanis to four hits in a 75 Taco Johns victory.
Greg Futrell had a double for the victors while
John McMillen was pinned with the loss.
GIRLS SOFTBALL
UPPER DIVISION
Yolanda Greenfield's
RBI double brought home

Preferred
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

Valerie Gilbert in the bottom of the sixth with two
outs and locked up
Royals' 12-11 upset of
previously unbeaten
Flashers.
Gaye Latimer and Kelly Ridley had homers for
the Flashers while Christi
Elkins and LuAnne
Loberger each had a double and two singles for the
Royals.
Both the Royals and
Flashers are now 4-1.
PYT's got two home
runs apiece from Cathy
Williams, Jeanette
Williams and Angela

Now there is.
Its State Auto Companies Medalist Auto
policy.
The rates are lower. The coverages are
broader.
If you have been accident-free for three
years and are at least 25 years old, you are
qualified to become a Medalist policyholder,
enjoying special, reduced rates.
And if you are middle-aged (45-64), you'll get
the biggest ratO break of all.
What's more, as a Medalist policyholder you
are not charged for your first accident. That's
effective immediately, too. There's no three
year waiting period to qualify, once you own
a Medalist policy.
/insurance breakthrough
Call us about this car
for safe drivers.

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451

Representing
ALL
LL YOU CAN OCT OM

Equipment Co. ESN
513 Walaut

153-3I12

!Hato Auto
Mouranco Coonpareios

Woods in a 24-6 runaway
over Swingers.
Lori Williams and
Joanna Gibbs also had
solo homers for the winners while Alicia Harris
had a round-tripper for
the losers.
In the final game Monday, B-Team blasted
Aces 19-3 as Ginger Stalls
hit a pair of homers, Jenny Young added another
and Mandi Outland went
4-for-4 with a triple, double and two singles.
For the losers, Leslie
Thompson had a double
and a single.

field goal, Bobby
Hebert's 37-yard pass to
Anthony Carter and John
Williams' 1-yard run. The
Federals got their firsthalf scoring on Kim McQuilken's 4-yard pass to
Billy Taylor and Sandro
Vitiello's 51-yard field
goal.
Washington, 2-14, cut
the deficit to 17-15 in the
third period on Doug
Greene's 35-yard interception, but the Panthers went back out 24-15
on Ken Lacy's 1-yard run.
The Federals took the
lead 25-24 on Taylor's second TD, a 1-yard run,
and Vitiello's 45-yard
field goal.
Lacy finished the game
with 81 yards on 22 carries while Craig James
topped the Federals with
13 tries for 89 yards.
David Trout kicked a
career-high four field
goals, including two in
the final period, to lift the
Stars in the battle of
place-kickers. Oakland's
scoring came on Kevin
Shea's field goals of 24
and 47 yards.
The Stars, already
assured of a playoff spot
with the Atlantic title, are
14-2. Oakland fell to 8-8,
but still hold a one-game
edge of Denver and Los
Angeles in the Pacific.
In games this weekend,
Boston is at Oakland and
Arizona visits New
Jersey on Saturday. On
Sunday it is Michigan at
Chicago, Birmingham at
Philadelphia and Los
Angeles at Washington.
Monday's game
features Denver at Tampa Bay.

Little League San Diego stadium
Weekly Roundup fights new tenants
LITTLE LEAGUE
WEEKLY ROUNDUP
A prime candidate for
this week's Game of the
Week honors was played
Monday as 1890's (8-3)
nosed out Pagliai's,5-3, to
tie for first in the league
standings.
In the top of the fifth inning Chris Hayes stepped
in to hit a two-run single
with the bases loaded giving 1890's a decisive 5-2
lead. Pagliai's (8-3) tried
valiantly to rally, but
stranded three runners in
the sixth after pushing
across only one run.
Bill Fandrich led the

1890's hitters, going 2-for3, while losing pitcher
James Payne picked up
his fifth homer of the
season, a solo shot in the
second inning.
In the second game,
Monday, Flav-O-Rich (72) defeated Hutson, 14-2,
to maintain a three-way
tie with 1890's and
Pagliai's at the top of the
conference.
Winning pitcher Scott
Adams (4-0) struckout
nine and walked four in
the four-hitter. The game
was called in the fifth inning due to the 10-run rule.
(Continued on Pg.11)
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LAMBUTH BOUND- Calloway County High's Keith Lovett recently signed a basketball scholarship offer
to play for Lambuth College in 1983-84. Witnessing the signing were Keith's parents, Rudy and Gwen Lovett,
714 Olive Street, and Calloway County boys basketball coach Jack Pack (standing left). Lovett was the
region's No.2 scoring leader behind teammate Craig Darnell last season.

By The Associated Press
Micnigan's Novo Bojovic didn't need to have
a lot of time to contemplate the consequences of a missed field
goal in the final minute
against the Washington
Federals.
Trailing 25-24 with 52
seconds to go, the 22year-old place-kicker
knew the Panthers
couldn't afford to lose if
they wanted to stay in
contention for a playoff
spot in the United States
Football League.
Bojovic responded with
an 18-yard chip shot to
give Michigan a 27-24 victory, and a 10-6 record in
the tight Central Division
race.
The Panthers and Tampa Bay trail Chicago by
one game in the division.
And both teams, along
with Boston at 10-6, are
still in the race for the
wild-card spot with two
weeks remaining in the
season.
"I was trying not to put
too much pressure on
myself," Bojovic said of
the winning kick. "But
everything was on the
kick. Even though it was
a short one,it was the biggest kick of my life."
In the only other USFI,
game Monday night,
Philadelphia turned back
Oakland 12-6.
Other results in the 16th
week of play were
Chicago 29, Birmingham
14; Denver 32, Arizona 6;
New Jersey 20, Los
Angeles 13,; and Boston
24, Tampa Bay 17.
Michigan led 17-9 at the
half on Bojovic's 19-yard
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SAN DIEGO (AP)- Firing a parting shot, a coowner of the United States Football League's San
Diego franchise says a city hall conspiracy kept the
team out.
Bill Tatham Jr., in Tulsa, Okla., to investigate
moving the franchise there, announced Monday
night that "it is obvious that a conspiracy has existed between the current tenants of the Jack Murphy Stadium, the city manager's office, the mayor
of San Diego and certain members of City Council."
His remarks came hours after City Council
deadlocked at 4-4, killing a motion to reconsider last
week's 5-3 vote rejecting the team's lease request to
use the stadium.
In his statement, Tatham, a minority partner and
the team's attorney, said the parties "joined
together to deny the USFL the right to use the
public facility." He said legal action was being considered.
He said council members "succumbed to the
pressures of special interest groups."

No Specials
Just Everyday
Low Prices

INDIVIDUALLY
MADE

Cook Out Time
Again

PLASTIC TEETH

DENTURES
2 office visits-same day
$90 each denture
or $198 set

410

Oaarter Pounure-Ground Beef

Numb. Patties
Ribs
Pork
Smoked
Jowl

. 14 lb. Box

$2086

PORCELAIN TEETH

Small Meaty

1 69
Piece Lb. 99'
Lb $

Brown Thompson Whole Hog
$

Sausage Patties or Bog

lb.

59
I

3 office visits-2 days
$175 each denture
or $300 set

Premium
5 office visits-3 days
$325 each denture
or 1600 set

Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

.20 lb. Box$1•899

Choice Sides of Beef
22S to 300 Lbs No Charge °Mins, Wrapping, and'Freeziill

11

Repairs-Relines-Extractiont

DR. JERE LOWE

MID SOUTH
DENTURE

39

Wholesale & Retail Meat

621 Old Hickory Blvd.

GIBSON711011M CO.

Hamilton Hills

7 a.m.-5
M.-Fri.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Set.
Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

Call for Appointissont

107 N. 3rd St.

We Accept Foal
Stomps

Jackson, TN

901-668-7460
414.40.4116-44.4.-..•
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Mets' Hernandez breaks in new uniform with rash

By KEN FtAPPOPORT
"The biggest thing was
AP Sports Writer
my inconsistency. I
It was just last week wasn't able
to put backthat Keith Hernandez to-backgames together.
was traded from the St. Tonight I felt
great."
Louis Cardinals - and
What was it like to be
already he's hitting like playing agai
nst his teamhe owns New York.
mates of eight seasons?
Wearing a Mets' " "It was like any
other
uniform for only five game up to
a point,"
days, the first baseman replied Hern
andez. "It
Has nine hits in 19 at-bats was a strange
feeling, but
with his new club, in- once you go
between the
cluding a two-run homer white lines,
it's you
Monday night that helped against the pitch
er. I'm a
the Mets beat his former Met now and
my job is to
team 6-4 in the second try to help them
win as
game of a doubleader. many games as
possiThe Cardinals won the ble."
first game 3-1, and it was
In other NL action, Pitnone other than Her- tsburgh
took a
nandez who drove in the doubleheader
from
Mets' run with a groun- Chicago 5-4 and
6-5 in 13
dout.
innings, Montreal blank"I feel that I have a ed Philadelphia 5-0,
San
new lease on life," said Diego clip
ped Los
Hernandez. "The change Angeles 4-1, Atlan
ta stopin atmosphere has been ped Houston 7-1
and San
great. It's a complete Francisco edge
d Cincinnew challenge. I was in a nati 4-3.
slump and not swinging
Following Hernandez'
the bat good at all.
home run, his fourth of

to
tcto
ro
Id
ut

nn15

en,

res
th

the season, the fans at
Shea Stadium cheered
loud and long until the
Metz' new first baseman
stepped out of the dugout
to acknowledge them.
"That was a great feeling," said the two-time
NL All-Star. "It's only
happened twice in St.
Louis. The fans are a lot
more subdued than in
New York."
Hernandez also had a
single in the nightcaplo
help Walt Terrell win the
contest in his first start of
the season for New York.
Terrell, recently recalled
from Tidewater, pitched
52-3 innings, giving up all
four runs.
The Cardinals won the
opener on the combined
pitching of rookie Kevin
Hagen and veteran Bruce
Sutter.

Pirates 5-6, Cubs 4-5
Richie Hebner's pinchhit home run in the 10th
inning lifted Pittsburgh
over Chicago in the
opener of their
doubleheader.
Hebner put a 1-1 pitch
from Bill Campbell over

4

of hits

SCOREBOARD

Hendon's Service Station

66

Major League Baseball

Angels dominating season
with steady,one-game pace

of
'S
in
24

•

the right field fence at Carlton,i 74,
who only his first game this year.
Three Rivers Stadium for lasted
Giants 4, Reds 3
Leonard then delivered
uhtil the fifth inn- Falcone struck out
five
Jeff Leonard linsi a the game-winning hit tohis first homer since ing and
struck out three and walked two.
two-out single in the 10th score Evans from seco
September 14, 1982. Kent to boost
nd
his major league
Thanks to Chris inning to lift
Tekulve, 3-1, got the win career
San Fran- and make a winner of •
high 3,545, four Châmnbliss' three RBI
on cisco over Cincinnati. Greg Minton,2-3.
in relief.
more than Houston's a d.le and
a single, Darrell Evans started the
The Pirates had tied it Nolan
After Eddie Milner sent
Ryan.
Mania had built a 3-1 winning rally
at 4-4 in the seventh on
with a one- Cincinnati ahead with a
Padres 4, Dodgers 1
edge before the second out single off
Bill Madlock's two-out
reliever Ted run-scoring single in the,
Ed Whitson and John grand slam of
Hubbard's Power, 1-4. After Jack the eighth,
double that scored Mont
the Giants tied
efusco combined on career put the gam
e out Clark flied out, Evans it in the nint
Marvell Wynne from se- a thre
h on
e-hitter and Sixto of reach in the fifth.
Hub- stole second and Chili Leonard's leado
cond.
ff double
Lezcano hit three singles bard also had a
double in Davis was walked inten- and Bob,Bren
The Pirates won the se- and
ly's two-out
scored twice as San the game.
tionally.
cond game on Marvell Die
triple.
go downed Los
Wynne's bases-loaded Ange
les.
single in the 13th innWhitson, 2-4, struck out
ing.Don Robinson, 1-0, five
and walked one batwon the second game in ter
before getting relief
relief while Campbell, 2help with none out in the
4, became the loser for
ninth from Montefusco,
the second time during who
recorded his second
•
the evening.
save. Jerry Reuss, 6-6,
s'
Expos 5,Phillies 0
took the loss, the fifth in
Ray Burris fired a his last
"Where Good Service is a 42 Year
six decisions.
three-hitter and Andre
Braves 7, Astros 1
Family Tradition"
Dawson knocked in three
Atlanta second
Let
Us
Serv
ice
and Maintain Your Vehicles
runs with a pair of singles
baseman Glenn Hubbard
We Do General Auto Repair•Tun
and a solo homer to lead slug
e ups•Brakes•Shocks•
ged a grand slam and
CAL
Montreal over Pete
L
US
TO
BUF
F
MIR
ROR
GLAZE & WAX YOUR
Falcone fired a fourPhiladelphia.
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
hitter to pace the Braves
Burris, 3-2, making on- over Hous
ton.
ly his third start of the
Falcone, 5-1, gave up a
season, walked two bat- run
on Phil Garner's
ters and struck out three firstinning RBI single,
in going the route for the but
AMERICAN LEAGUE
I Hurst 441, n )
allowed only four
Cincinnati
EAST DIVISION
20 39
418 16
first time this season.
.1911ilwaukee I Haas 4-2 / at Detroit
baserunners the rest of
Monday's Games
W L Pct. GB Berenguer 3-01, I n
Montre
The loser was Steve the
Baltimore
al
5,
Philadelphia 0
36 27 .585 Seattle (Stoddard 4-8 at Chicago
way while completing Toronto
Atlanta 7, Houston 1
36 28 .563 14 (Dotson 5-6), n)

American League

a
ld
in

•

se..fit„4

Detroit
New York
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

36 29 .554 2
34 30 .531 3½
33 31 .516 44
29 34 .460 8
29 36 .446 9
WEST DIVISION
CaliforMa
34 29 .554 Kansas City
31 29 .517 24
Texas
33 31 .510
Oakland
33 33 .5a 3½
Chicago
31 13 .484 44
Minnesota
ra 40 .412 94
Seattle
26 4.3 .377 12
Monday's Games
Toronto 2. Minnesota 1
Boston 6, Cleveland 3
Detroit 4, Milwaukee 1
New York at Baltimore, ppd.. rain
Chicago 7,Seattle 3
Oakland 7, Kansas City 2
California 10, Texas 9, 13 innings
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota 10elkers 0-3) at Toront
o
( Acker 0.01, n
New York Guidry 9-41 at
Baltimore
McGregor8-31,ini
Cleveland Blvleven 4-6 ) at
Boston

Oakland McCatty 1-1 at Kansas City
!Splittorff 4-21,(ni
California (B.McLaughlin 04) at
Texas ) Darwin 4-6, ) n )
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota at Toronto
New York at Baltimore, ) n )
Cleveland at Boston, n )
Milwaukee at Detroit, ) n
Seattle at Chicago, ) n
Oakland at Kansas City, n
California at Texas. in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Montreal
33 28 .S41 St. Louis
33 29 .532
4
Philadelphia
29 30 .483 3½
Chicago
30 34 .469 44
Pittsburgh
25 36 .410 8
New York
24 39 _381 10
WEST DIVISION
Los Angeles
43 22
662 Atlanta
39 27 .591 44
San Francisco
15 31 .530 84
San Diego
32 33 .492 11
Houston
33 .ts
485 12½

St. Louis 3-4, New York 14
Pittsburgh 5-6, Chicago 4-5, 1st game
10 innings,2nd game 13 innings
San Diego 4, Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 4, Cincinnati 3, 10
innings
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia (Denny 4-4 and Farmer
0-4) at Montreal Sanderson 4-4 and
Lerch 141,2,( n
St. Louis ( Allen 2-7i at New York
( Gorman 04),( n)
Chicago I Notes 0-2) at Pittsbu
rgh
) Rhoden 3-71, in
Atlanta P.Niekro 2-Si at Houston
I Scott 241, In I
San Diego Lollar 3-41 at Los Angele
s
(Pena 6-1), in
Cincinnati Pastore 2-6) at San FranCiSCO I Ligkey 7-71, I n

By BEN WALKER
Manager John eighth
when he tired, and
AP Sports Writer
McNamara. "it's just our Lopez
earned his 11th
The cool California first
meeting of the save by strik
ing out six of
Angels, realizing that it's year
."
the seven men he faced.
still June, continue to
Added DeCinces, who
Wednesday's Games
Kirk Gibson drilled a
take the season one game also tripl
Cincinnati at San Francisco
ed and singled: solo homer and had
St. Louis at New York. 2, n1
a
at a time.
run"We expect to be there scoring
Philadelphia at Montreal, In
groundout and
And they took another (first
Chicago at Pittsburgh. in )
place) at the finish. Detroit's Lou
Atlanta at Houston, In
Whitaker
wild game Monday night. We're
there already. We extended his
San Diego at Los Angeles. In
hitting
Doug DeCinces doubled don't even
have our full streak to 16 games.
in Rick Adams with two team
on the field. We
Red Sox 6,Indians 3
outs in the top of the 13th don't
have any spots left
Jim Rice took over the
inning as California on the
DL (disabled AL home run lead
AMERICAN/LEAGUE
Evans. San Francisco, 46; Garner,
with
outlasted Texas 10-9, ex- list)."
STOLEN BASES. Raines. Montreal,
BATTING ( 140 at bats). Carew. Housto
n,42; T.Kennedy,San Diego,42. 24; Wilson, New
his
16th
blast
York. 24; LeMaster,
California, .412; Brett. Kansas City,
of
tending their American
the
HITS.
Dawson
. Montreal, 84; Than, San Francisco, 22; Moreno
The Rangers wasted a season
Boggs, Boston, .363; McRae, Kan- Housto
, Houston,
and Tony Armas .309;
n, 83, Murphy, Atlanta, 77; 22; S.Sax, Los
League West lead over fine nigh
Angeles,22.
sas City,.347; Griffey, New York,.338.
t by Larry Par- belted his 13th for
Garvey, Sail Diego,75; Oliver. MonPITCH
ING
5 decisions
RUNS: Ripken, Baltimore, 47; treal,75
the Red
A.Pena.
the Rangers to 21
/
2 rish, who homered,
Los Angeles, 6-1. .857, 1.93. Falcone,
E.Murray, Baltimore. CS; Castillo. MinSox.
games.
Atlanta
5-1,
,
.833,
2.411;
nesota, 44; Yount, Milwaukee, 43;
Lavelle
, San
doubled and singled twice
DOUBLES Dawson, Montreal, 18;
Arams broke out of an Ward, Minnesota,42.
Francisco, 5-1, .833, 2.00: Montefusco,
It was the first time the is five at1.Ray, Pittsburgh, 18; Buckner,
San
Diego,
bats.
5-1,
.833,
RBI
/ Kittle, Chicago, 46; Ward,
5.45; Ryan.
0-for-13 slump with a
Min- Chicago, 16; Cruz, Houston, 16; Garvey. Houston.5-1..833
two teams had met this
, 2.37.
nesota, 46; Rice, Boston, 44; DeCinces, San Diego, 16: Oliver,
"It was a tough one to single in the
Montreal. 16.
STRIKEOUTS
first inning, California, 43; E.Murray, Baltimore,
Carlton.
season, and several of the lose,"
TRIPLES: Moreno, Houston, 7;
Philadelphia, III Soto,/ Cincinnati, 96;
said Texas a homer in the third
Winfield, New York,43.
Dawson, Montreal, 5; Raines, Monand a 43;HITS/
Rangers had been poin- Manager
McWill
iams.
Pittsbu
rgh,
89;
Beranyi.
Carew. California, 89; treal, 5; Washington. Atlanta, 5; 7
Doug Radar. single in fourth as Bost
are Cincinnati,82; Rogers, Montre
al,76.
ting toward the three- "We
on Whitaker. Detroit, 86; Boggs, Boston, tied with 4.
WATCH THE BIRDIE - Texas Ranger catcher
SAVES
kept coming back. raked Clevelan
:
Lavelle, San Francisco, 10;
Castino, Minnesota, 83; Griffey,
HOME RUNS: Murphy, Atlanta, 19;
d for 12 85;
game matchup. Califor- These kind
Reardon. Montreal, 10: Bedrosian.
New York./O.
Jim Sundberg tries his best to nab a parakeet that
Evans. San Francisco. 18; Clark, San
hurt."
Atlanta, 9; Le.Smith, Chicago, 9;
hits.
Rice'
s
DOUBL
home
ES:
r
was
McRae
nia,
a
,
in contrast, took a
Kansas City, 21; Francisco, 13; Guerrero. Los Angeles,
landed in the infield during a recent home gam
Blue Jays 2,Twins 1
Forster, Atlanta, 8; Minton, San Frantwo-run shot and Glenn Hrbek, Minnesota, 20; B.Bell, Texas, 13; 5 are tied with 12.
e
cisco, 8; Stewart, Loa Angeles,8.
19; Boggs, Boston, 19; Cooper.
Lloyd Moseby's two-out Hoffman adde
against Seattle. Sundberg couldn't catch the bird, different approach.
d a two-run Milwaukee, 18; Parrish, Detroit, 18;
"Thi
s
isn't
a
cruci
al
infield single in the bot- single.
but he managed to chase it to a screen behind home
S.Henderson,Seattle, IS.
series," DeCinces said. tom
TRIPLES: C.Moore, Milwaukee,
plate where it perched for an inning or two before
of the ninth inning
5;
Denn
is
Ecke
G.Wils
rsle
on, Detroit, 5; Griffin, Toronto,
y, 5-4,
"You can't get fired up in drove
flying away.
in
Erni
5;
e
Herndo
Whit
n,
t
from
Detroit
,
5; K.Gibson,
gave up all three Indians Detroit
AP file photo June. It's too long of
NEW YORK (AP) - tional Leag
_ 5: Winfield. New York.5.
a third base with the winnue Player of
runs in the fifth.
HOME RUNS: Rice, Boston, 16; Outfielder Geo
season."
rge the Week.
ing run. Jim Gott checked
DeCinces, California, 15; Kittle,
In other AL games, Minnesot
Chicago, 14; Armas, Boston, 13; Lynn, Wright of the Texas
A's 7, Royals 2,
Staub went 4-for-4 as a
a on three hits to
•••
California, 13.
Rangers, who hit .480 pinch-hitter
Toronto edged Minnesota up his
Jeff
Burroughs providwith one
record to 5-5.
STOLEN BASES: J.Cruz, Chicago,
2-1, Boston downed
(Continued from Pg.10) a late DeVa
Reliever Ron Davis, 2- ed the power, Rickey 33; Wilson, Kansas City, 31; R.Hender- and posted a 1.000 slugg- homer and two runs batnti's rally. Clev
son. Oakland. 28; R.Law, Chicago, 25; ing
eland 6-3, Detroit 3, came in
percentage, was ted in. He leads Nati
In last Tuesday's ac- Kevin Tucker had
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the speed
ns): Flanagan,
in the
. Chicago beat
Baltimore, 6-0, 1.000, 2.72; Rozema, League Player
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Seattle 7-3 seventh inning. But in
its trek to the top with a Trevor Knight drov
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r
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Wright, a switch- streak.
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Burroughs singled 1,333,414
FOP blanked D&W, 10- Kansas City 7-2. New doubled and moved to
.
hitter, had 12 hits in 25
York at Baltimore was third on
STRIKEOUTS: Stet, Toronto,
countered a two-run third 0, in a game highlighte
a sacrifice. After home a run in the third in- Blylev
92;
d postponed beca
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Cleveland, 80; Morris, at-bats and extended his
use of Damaso Garcia struc
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inning by Pagliai's with a by Jeff Harvey and Allen
and
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ed
a
four- Detroit, 75; Gott, Toronto, 66; Hoyt,
k
hitting streak to 11
rain.
five-run inning of their Bazzell, each with
out, Moseby hit a ball up run fifth with a two-run Chicago,66.
three
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Davis and Henderson
Scott Adams struckout DeVantis to only one run win the game before the third baseman Gary
10 6 0 .625 349 307
NATIONAL LEAGUE
13th.
New Jersey 5 11 0 .313 283
BATTING ( 140 at hats I, Hendrick, scoring eight runs and
each had three of
six of the last 10 Pagliai's in an 18-1 decision whic
3411
Gaetti, who had no play.
Washington 2 14 0 .133 368
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SL Louis, .346; Dawson, Montreal,
drivi
In the 10th, California
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407
in
12.
.336;
Oakl
batters (13 altogether) extended their winning
and's 15 hits. Davis Easter. Pittsburgh, .329: Murphy
Both teams scored in
Centra
l
,
scored twice - helped by the sixth
Chicago
11 5 0 .688 406 25.
Atlanta, .320; T.Kennedy. San Diego,
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THE DAYTONLA SURPRISE!

In Daytona Beach,

Test your own
blood sugar at home ...

So why take chances?
Let us wash your car
FREE
on Thursday,June 30

It's Amy with the nevi Amos Cassomelsr,
• The Glucometer is completely portable
• Battery-operated
• Features simple push-button operation.
digital display
• Built-in memory calibration
• Provides laboratory accuracy at our
affordable price

Arn

H&LLANO MEDICAL

DE X TRt
System

NAL KEMP, RAY.

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

It's our way of letting you know
,at car washing is on Impont pail
"
of car core on the occasion of
HAPPY IIRDIDAY APAEINCA/
14A11004AL CARMAN DAY

800-874-7420
‘IMM.ONIMDOM,

The Auto Laundry

See your physician, then call:

10111111

"The Professional Touch"
P.O. Box 991 • 1102 Chestnut
Morroy, Kentucky 42071

.1t

Ct. Sq. Murray 753-1465

Return the coupon
below and receive a
free copy of the
Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus
information about
our fine hotels.

••-11 •

RESORTS

Please rush my copy of the Florida Vacat
ion
Fun Guide plus information abou
t Ocean
Elevens Resorts to:
Name
Address
City

2025 S. Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Bosch Shorts, FL 32018

State

Zip

D-133

48
,

•••••
•••-1..

10-1111.••••••
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41.•
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on how other men performed.
-/Cccording to some,of these sex sto.veys, my hushand is
at the bottom of the list, and I feel cheated.
ig wonder how many other women feel the same?
CHEATED IN YPSILANTI

TuesiLiv . June 21. 1983

&

S

Package bomb kills Richmond man
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)
— A Richmond motorcycle dealer was killed
Monday when a package
exploded as he was trying
to open it, authorities and
witnesses said.
The victim was Earl
Powell, owner of Earl's
Suzuki-Honda. He died at
Pattie A. Clay Hospital at
2 p.m., about 21-2 hours

volcano
5 Church
bench
6 3rd person
7 Sick
8 Showy flower
9 Golf club
10 Heraldic
bearing
11 Antlered
animal
16 Aroma
18 Sacred
image
22 Approaches
23 Part of flower
24 Suitcase
25 The self
27 In favor of
29 Be in debt
30 Damp
35 Buck
36 Choicest
37 Coin

1983by[Jr,vrrsa.PressSy.nclocale
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DEAR ABBY: You can imagine my surprise and great
joy when I read your column in the Los Angeles Times
and saw the poem entitled, "The World Is Mine." It was
written by mV mother, Dot Aaron, some 35 years ago.
Through the years we have heard from so many people
around the country who have found inspiration from it, as
did "Marti" from Aurora, Colo., who sent it to you asking
who wrote it. It has been a long time since I have seen it
in print, and you can't imagine how deeply touched I am
to know that my mother's words continue to live on. She
was a super, multi-talented lady who passed away in 1969
— much too young, and with so much more to do.
I am newly widowed at age 53 and have recently moved
to California from St. Louis. Thank you for printing my
mother's poem. It meant so much to me.
SUZANNE AARON MATH ES
DEAR SUZANNE: Aha! Your letter is the conclusive verification I had hoped for. To date I have
heard from readers in nearly every state (and
Canada, too) informing me that Dot Aaron had
written that lovely poem many years ago. And shame
on those few who themselves claimed authorship.
•• *
DEAR ABBY: I have been doing a lot of reading lately
and I just found out that my husband is no bargain (in
bed, I mean). We've been married for 11 years, and I never,
thought I had anything to complain about until I read up

MU

MOMOOMM

MUM

UUMIOUO 0019
01200 U0 COO
UOM =MUM U0
UO0 UU UM BOU
U MUUMUU MOO
OLIO UU UUOM
UMW UMW=
UUUOUOU MOOG
MOO MEMO UM=
UUUO MOM
38 Light color
40 Apportioned
42 Roam
43 Let fall
44 Danish island
46 Meaning: Fr,

47 Gaelic
49 Urge on
50 Household
animal
53 Faroe Islands
whirlwind

DOWN
1 Remainder
2 Sandarac
tree
3 Quiet
4 Martinique

HE'S TAKING HIS FRIENDS
TO POINT LOBOS
ON A PHOTO HIKE._

USA!

LOBOS"?! DOESN'T
HE KNOW HOW FAR
THAT IS? HOW'S HE
EVER GOING TO FIND IT?

• idd 4.1

cipal of Ashland Elementary.
"In her 10 or 11 years
here, she was just truly
outstanding. Anything

;to*

43%41
Anyo

replai
man
schoo
No.
Recol
4600.

•• •
CONFIDENTIAL TO ANYONE WHO LOVES TO
LAUGH: Get George Burns' book, "How to Live to
Be 100 — or More: The Ultimate Diet, Sex and Exercise Book" (Putnam). It's the perfect gift for someone who could use a lift right now.

Jim
Near
shoe
8:00
Thor

*5*

If you put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Booklet. P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Ole

lIMEN

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

(
IF ITS THERE UJHEN
WE GET WERE, WE'LL
KNOW WERE THERE

OH,HI-I'LL
GET
UP—

else I could say about her
just wouldn't be enough."
Before teaching at
Ashland, Mrs. Dingus
had taught in the Fayette

County school system for
13 years, in Johnson
County and in Louisville.
The wife of Carl 0.
Dingus, she is also sur-

vived by two daughters,
Lynne Quinn of Lexington
and Rhea Carol Browne
of Philadelphia, one
brother and three sisters.

A

\ 2_14e
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FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 22, 1983

-YOU CAN USE
THIS NAPPING
SPOT MORE
THAN I CANJ-1/

qt.

UmMtice

Uegallotice

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Discuss joint financial
NOTICE
moves with close ties. Some
The Department of Health and Human
unexpected but good news
Services, Office of Human Development
comes from afar. Make plans
for travel.
Services, Administration for Children,
TAURUS
Youth and Families, is seeking a sponsor for
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tiaW
the Head Start program serving Graves
has
financial
or
A loved one
County,Kentucky.
business luck. Make sure you
Applications must be from public and
get fair remuneration for a
private non-profit organizations such as
service rendered. Seek value
when shopping.
civic, religious, school systems, community
GEMINI
ction agencies or unit(s) of government.
I May 21 to June 20)
Applicants must be ablg to demonstrate _
A child refuses to listen. A
legal and fiscal viability, have the interest
work problem is resolved.
and capability of operating a quality Head
Some receive an unexpected
marriage proposal or a lucky
Start program in accordance with federal
invitation.
requirements. Interested applicants must
CANCER
submit a written request for an applicatio
1, June 21 to July 22) 4E0(C)
no later than five (5) days after th
Behind-the-scenes moves
newspaper advertisement has closed to:
aren't favored. A lucky work
John L. Jordon, Regional Program Director
assignment comes now. Don't
bring up old issues with family
Administrator for Children, Youth an
members.
Families
LEO
101 Marietta Tower,Suite 903
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Atlanta, Geor ia 30323
Be a good listener. Unwittingly, you may undermine a
•
friend's confidence. Make
plans for a special evening out
INVITATION TO BID
with a loved one.
INSURANCE FOR THE
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) TIP%
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
Luck is with you in domestic
matters. A career deal bogs
VEHICLES
down over a financial conThe Calloway County Board of Educasideration. Some shop by
mail.
tion will receice sealed bids for Insurance
LIBRA
'for the School Transportation Vehicles
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
until 1:30 p.m., Thursday,June 30, 1983.
You may have some doubts
Specifications will be on file in the
about a long journey, but local
Calloway County Board of Education Oftravel is fortunate for you.
fice building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Evening hours bring joyful
news.
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23to Nov.21)
there.
Others may try to take adThe Board reserves the right to reject
vantage in joint monetary
or all bids and waive any irany
dealings. Still, you'll have
regularities in bidding.
some financial good fortune
today. Income improves.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
T Notice
Uegafttice
A friend is not very supportive. Stay clear of those who
CORRECTION
try to bring you down. You're
2 for 1 Sale
LEGAL
right to feel positive about
2
Bedding
or
NOTICE
your future.
CAPRICORN
Vegetable Plants For
A Periodical Set(Dec.22 to Jan. 191 Vi
Price Of 1
tlement Of AcYou may exploited by a
counts
Has
Been
someone
you
higher-up or
Prices good Are Jim
Filed In The
meet in business. Be low-key
25th
Calloway District
today for success. You'll enjoy
Court By W.A.
some time by yourself.
AQUARIUS
Shirley Florist
Cottom, Committee
••••••
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
For Jessie Lou CotGarden Center
This is not the day to discuss
torn, Incompetent.
soo N. 4th
romantic concerns with adExceptions to This
visers, who may prove unsymSettlement Must Be
pathetic. Luck comes now
Filed In The
through friends.
PISCES
Calloway District
(Fetr.,19 to Mar. 20)
Get the "Total
Court On Or Before
Some disagreements could
Picture': color
June
8,
1983,
The
arise about some expena portraits, black &
Date Of Hearing.
ditures. You'll receive enAnn P. Wilson,
IN whites, hand oils &
couragement for career ambitions. Airn for the top!
Circuit Court Clerk
a passports.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
CARTER STUDIO 9
a
innovative thinker, but can be
300 MAIN
753 8298
2. Notice
cautious. Do not let contakyou
from
keep
servatism
I•
•••••••
ing a chance on your visionary
• Happy
ideas. You must stand away
BARGAIN
from the crowd to be heard.
Birthday
•
MATINEES
Do your own thing and you'll •
'achieve your highest poten- •
Greg
tial. You have the practicality
Every Day
•. Rogers
to make your ideas workable.
Cheri
8,(inc
You're often in business for
All Seats
yourself and you may also be
drawn to creative pursuits.
S2.00
Nave 5 neinatosr
Art, acting, writing, music
754-4444
far
an
in
Except
the
'and sculpture are some of
spiratieeel sessep
fields in which you'll succeed.
"SUPERMAN
brighten year day.
Birthdate of: Kris Kristoffsrson, musician; Bill Blass,
Children's tope 7S41.
'AT Ads For Times
designer; and Joseph Papp,
4445.
producer.
,theatrical

•Ismik
Visit
Hwy.
Tn. (
larg(
Antiq
each
daily
Call

TAKE I

FVL

1.

SEE
THE

412fg

.7L1—L
'
JUNE
LASKY-

AMOEBA MAN
SHOULD PROBAf3LY
CUT EYENOLES IN
HIS EXOSKELETON

AMOEBA MAN
GOES IN SEARCH
OF FOOD

•

•

o
o

G-21

Lip

Your Individual
Horoscope

"04'40

HEY,
SLUGGO

4411111k
1111

DEAR EMBARRASSED: Ask the waiter, waitress,
hostess or restaurant manager what the policy is
with regard to what customers may take home.

4w
40
401

Funeral services for Ashland Elementary reading teacher scheduled today
ASHLAND, Ky. (API
— Funeral services will
be held Wednesday for
Janice Spradlin Dingus, a
remedial reading teacher
at Ashland Elementary
School.
Mrs. Dingus died Saturday of injuries received
in an automobile accident
in West Virginia. She was
65.
"She taught so many
students so many vital
skills that she truly
distinguished herself as a
reading specialist," said
George McKenzie, prin-

I JUST SAW YOUR
STUPID DOG 60 E3‘1...
WHERE'S HE GOING 7

DEAR ABBY: I have this friend — an older woman,
widowed and living alone — who embarrasses me no end
when we dine out together in a restaurant.
Before we leave, she empties the contents of the breadbasket into a plastic bag, taking all the remaining bread,
rolls, crackers and breadsticks. If there's a dab of butter
left, she has a little container for that, too. She also takes
all the litttle packets of artificial sweetener.
I told her it wasn't proper to take all that stuff, and she
said she was told that, according to law, once food is
placed on the table it can't be served to anyone else, so
she might as well take it with her.
It that true?
EMBARRASSED

Mother's Poem Brings Fond
Memories to Her Daughter

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
OMOM

2. Not

By Abigail Van Buren

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Grate
5 Greek letter
8 Footless
12 Great Lake
13 Lamprey
14 Certain
15 Of a sickly
hue
17 Small
19 Cornered
20 Hinder
21 Gaseous
element
23 Tiny opening
24 Wager
26 Repulse
28 Quarrel
31 Symbol for
silver
32 Skill
33 Pronoun
34 Deity
36 Wide
38 Fondle
39 Poems
41 Unit of Italian
currency
43 Small valleys
45 Billiard shot
48 Tell
50 Core
51 Spoken
52 Tibetan
gazelle
54 Roman
people
55 Harbor
56 Obtain
57 Otherwise

DEAR CHEATED: Don't believe everything you
read. If you've never had anything to complain
about, you weren't "cheated."
Sex surveys can be tricky. I suspect that more
people lie about their sex lives than the combined
total of those who lie about their age and weight. ,r

Agy

Since the parcel apparently arrived by mail,
federal postal inspectors
and FBI agents joined
Richmond police in the
investigation.
Mechanic John Collins
said Powell took the
package to his office for
opening "or a lot of other
people would have been
hurt, too."

after the explosion shattered windows and slightly injured employee Joe
Masters.
The package was
described as a three-inch
by six-inch box that
resembled a videocassette parcel.
Employees said Powell
often received videotaped
promotional material.

• PAGI
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HERE COMES

frA! NOW rr's

THE GENERAL

MY TURN!

HE'S
OUT

(LT. FUZZ?

NE' ALWAYS OUT TO
ME... tJOW 'I'LL BE
OUT TO HIM!

4=5"0-;•
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•
IT'S FOR
YOU

FINISH YOUR BATH,
HONEY... I'LL GET
THE PHONE
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M
. 3E 31Elf
2. Notice

5. Lost and Found

16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous

Lost 2 male Siamese
cats. In vicinity of Blood
River Church of Christ.
Reward if found. Call
collect, 502-443-2082 or
502-442-7694.

Two matching Lazy Boy
recliners, very good
condition, reasonably
priced. Call 753-3203.

Stainless Steel Kitchen
Sinks, double compar
tment, 4 hole, self
rimming, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

38. Pets-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

Cock-a-poos, 8 wks old,
LEE'S CARPET PROFESSIONAL
wormed. 753-0747.
Get into the swing of 1972 Ford Pickup, CLEANING. Murray's CARPET CARE.
spring! Call for an automatic with air, p.s., only professional Car Offers •Traffic Area
iRriliri
nE
appointment today and p.b., good shape, $1,400. pet Cleaning Company Treatment •Spot Re43. Real Estate
IMPROVEMENT ,
you will appreciate the 753 4406. After 6p m. with over 12 years moval •F urniture
18. Sewing Machines
quality, beauty and 435-4119.
continuous local service Moving. •Exclusive
Pardons & Thurman
convenience of this 1976 Dodge Pickup using the most powerful Cleaners .Power Ex
Two female Beagle Summer Clearance, All 26. TV-Radio
three 2 bath home. Short Wheel Base, ac., cleaning system made. traction .Raking or
Insurance
Hounds, 1 yr. old, brown fabrics 25 percent off. 111
/
2
" G.E. B&W Iv.,
Home is sparkling clean p.s., p.b., mag wheels. Hundreds of satisfied Nap Brushing *Carpet
.11rs Isms
and white. Reward. Call Final Week. Singers, $50. Cabinet Stereo
Estate
Real
and features a family Call after 8p.m
repeat customers. Protection. We pledge
Murray's One Stop AM-FM Radio,
753-8690 or 753-0463.
*Maims
radio in
Southside Court Sq.
room, fireplace with 435-4383.
Sewing Center. 753-5323, good
Licensed. and Insured. to live up to our name,
condition,
stereo
•Ismodeliog
wood stove, separate 1978 Renegade Jeep, We move the furniture to give you the most
Murray, Kentucky
Murray, Ky.
6. Help Wanted
not presently operating,
living room, heat pump new soft top, $3,500. free. Free estimates, 24 professional work
Experienced, Free Estimate
753-4451
$40. Ray McKinzie,
Ladies! The opportun- 19. Farm Equipment
air control system
hour service, 1111 possible, using pro
759-1365.
901-498-8950
Call DPW Catlin
ity of life time has
Offered in the low $40's.
fessional equipment
Sycamore. 753-5827.
1979
GMC,
Gooseneck
Sierra
Hale
Call 753-1222, KOPapplied by pro435-4354
753-1115 opened up for you. 2 axle, 20' flattrailer,
w
Lawn
mower
tiller
and
Grande,
411111/
p.s.,
air,
p.b
bed,
AVON has the buddy
PERUD REALTY
fessionals. Professional
SATELLITE
ANTENNA
repair.
Wayne
STR,
Wilson.
T
tilt
wheel.
3
436-5570.
$1,800. 3 point hitch fork
today.
Anyone interested in system in Murray and
Carpet Care. Murray,
lift fits any farm tracComplete 8'Systoot
REALTY
1980 Datsun, Long miles South on 121 or Ky 502 753-0274.
signing a petition to Calloway County terri
call 753 5086.
tor,
raises
8',
$500.
Call
wheel
base,
5
Speed,
tory.
For
inmore
LOST
AND FOUND.
replace the Ten ComPaperhang
Painting
753-5181.
Lost hope. Found it for 43000 miles, Call 753
mandments in the formation call 753-0232
ing, Interior
Exterior,
Office Cent to Cant
7787
after
5
PM.
John
anytime.
Deere
140
Tractor,
you. You'll find a good
schools with Housebill
fretytbiot seeded to book
Commercial
Re
Bird
Early
Boyers
Everywhere
fres
plow,
trailer,
extra
buy in this four bed One owner, 1977 RanNo. 487, Congressional Need a Job? You may
sidential, 20 years, re
float'.
to
Relliehle
Service
Since
1/00
Discount
10%
mower
deck. 42" inch
room, 1 1/2 story for only chero, all options,
Record please call 759- qualify if you: 1. 16
ferences, free es1112 Coldweter Reed
713 S. 12th
$27,500. That's the good $2,150. 753-3704, will
Roof Probl
7
4600.
through 21 years old. 2. attic fan. 19" color T.V.
timates. Tremon
Kentucky
Merrily,
12071
news. The bad news is trade.
753-7575
Dropped out of school 9 436-2261.
Farris, 759 1987
(502)753-0184
that we only have one.
months or more. Call Tillers, chain drive, 5
Anytime
Call 753-1492 Century 21 51. Campers
WatONI
C.E.T.A. Out of School, h.p. Briggs and Stratton
101 L. K ENNON
Loretta Jobs Realtors. 27' Dodge
Two openings engines. $269.99. Wallin
Champion
Jim Suitor & Jerry 753-9378.
Brok,r
Don't forget about the Motor
now available. Five Hardware, Paris.
Home, good
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
Get a second opinion.
Henry will be in oar openings July 1st.
peach, apple, cherry, condition. Call
lice*.•41& 11401•41
IN/T E RIO R
527-7920.
pecan trees and garden
Free Estimates. Ex10x55 nice 1 BR, ac.,
showroom from 6:30- Need someone with 23. Exterminating
EXTERIOR
Avion
Motor
Home,
area.
gas heat furnished, wet
cellent references.
8:00 Mon., Tues., tractor to level dirt in
5,900 miles, w/vw diesel
PAINTING
bar,$2,500. 753-4070.
New triplex in Nor- tow car. $35,000
our yard. Call 753-8457.
Call
value.
Thurs., Fri.
thwood.
SERVALL
Three
12x50
2
2
or
$3,500
BR,
PROCESS MAIL AT
Cash or trade offers
Hugh Outland
PURDOM
bedroom units. Presen- considered.
best offer. 489-2767.
WALLPAPERING
HOME! $75 per hunParis Lan759-1718
tly
759-1135
rented
for
MOTORS, INC.
12x60 Mobile Home. All
dred! No experience.
ding (901) 232-8398.
Termite
Pest
$900/month.
hoick
Appliances
oWs•Pent.-Ced.electric, partly furPart or full time. Start
Control Co.
JIM DAY
including washer and 52. Boats-Motors
Licensed electrician for
nished. Call 489-2475.
immediately. DetailsAppointments mode dryer in each unit.
residential
Painting
and
corn
send self-addressed
1972 model, 2 BR, 2
Fne Estimates. 20 Yrs. Exfor your convenience. KOPPERUD REALTY, 16 ft. Cherokee Alum. mercial. Heating anc
stamped envelope to
baths, partly furnished
perience. License, heeded,
Bass Boat, trolling moair condition, gas in
Full time sales 753-1222.
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box
753-3716
on 105'x187' lot, 4 miles
tor, depth finder,
hewed. Cell evenings,
Owner
stallation and repair
financing
to
3149, Stuart, Fl. 33495.
of
Murray.
east
Built
on
associates
evening
AM/FM
cassette
753-1179. As fer Eddie
qualified
Phone
buyer.
753
Two
7203.
garage and porch. $8,
phones.
Willentr.
BR home in city with stereo, 60 h.p. Johnson, Mitchell Paving and
RN position. Weekends
250 or best offer. 753$1,900. Call 753-6244 or
WET BASEMENT? We
only. 12 hr. shift at 11/2
lots
of new im
Hauling. Asphalt pay
0457.
Amos McCarty. . 753-2249
make wet basements
hourly rate. Eligible for
provements. Small neat 753-0839.
ing,
sealing,
striping
1973 12x70, 3 bedroom
Theresa bight . . 753-7729 home for newly weds or 17 ft Hydrastream, 175 Stone, gravel,
dry. Work completely
full benefits. Contact 24. Miscellaneous
etc
mobile home, good
guaranteed. Call or
retired. Must see to Evinrude, drive on Phone 753-1537.
Care Inn, 4th and
Joyce ktsworth. . 753-9311
condition. Call 759-4856.
write Morgan Con
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky. Aluminum extension
appreciated! $25,000 trailer, stereo, extra
753-2517
Goy
Spa.
Need a sign painted? struction
ladders. 14 ft. $38.99, 16
1983 Buchaneer 24x52, 3
Call Spann Realty As- guages. Excellent conCo. Rt 2. Box
Phone 247-0200.
ft. $42.99, 20 ft. $54.99, 24
153-2411 soc. 753-7724.
Amu 'worth
dition, Call 436-5681 or Give us a call. Com
BR, 2 full baths, fur409A, Paducah, Ky
mercial
lettering
ft.
$69.99,
$97.99,
28
ft.
32
and
436-5584.
nished
with
Situation
Wanted
appliances,
9.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
Walls closing in? Move
designs. Free esft. $137.99. Wallin
will move. $28,000 or
up in style to the 4,000 1978 Procraft Bass timates. Boat lettering WILL MOW LAWNS'
Garden tilling with Troy Hardware, Paris.
best offer. 474-8882 after 44. Lots for Sale
square foot home at 1522 Boat, 115 Mercury, is our specialty 759 44140r 759 9246
built tiller. Call 753-3509.
5p.m.
Fiberglass tubs and
Cantebury Drive. Four 753-9643 after 5p.m.
Will do plumbing, car
759-1609.
Lawn Mowing and edg- 'shower comb., $159.
Carpenter dream, 4 bedrooms,
/
2 baths, 1980 Sea Safe runabout Need
ing. Call 753-3509.
28. Mobile Home Rentals acre land, 2 miles from great room 21
work on your pentry, painting, haul
Marble top vanity, $65.
plus re- boat with 80 HP Mari- trees? Topping,
ing and • roofing. Cad
prun
lake. Asking $10,000. creation
Will babysit in my home Particle Board, $3.99.
2 BR, water furnished.
room. Com- ner motor, excellent ing,
shaping, complete 753-9600. .
Call
436-5605
or
753-0169.
day or night, $1.00 an Celotex, $3.99. Shingles,
pletely equipped kit- condition. Call 759-1030
Call 753-2850 or 435-4278.
removal and more. Call Will haul white rock,
hour. Call 753-4156 or $17.95 sq. Roll Roofing,
Large corner lot, East chen, central heat and after 5 PM.
2 BR, water furnished.
BOVER'S TREE sand, lime, -rip rap and
$9.95. Check our prices
759-1640.
Y
subdivision.
Call
753air.
Owner
would
con753-9240.
masonary sand. coal.
Dorton & Carroll
SERVICE for Pro
3241 after 4 PM.
Will do babysitting in on treated lumber.
sider trade-in. Re- 53. Services Offered
fessional tree care. Call Layton Hutson
my home anytime. Call Wynn Discount Building
First Line
asonable offers enBusiness
Rentals
30.
753-4545.
APPLIANCE SER- 753-0338.
45. Farms for Sale
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
759-1489.
couraged. Roberts
VICE. Kenmore, Old and Antique radios.
Bows
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.
Realty,
753-1651.
107 Acres with tobacco
Westinghouse, repaired. Parts, tubes
Minolta Electrographic
13. For Sale or Trade
barn, all tillable, owner
Mini
Whirlpool. 21 years and service available
101 Copy Machine, good
Visit Antique City Mall,
financing. 436-2197.
47. Motorcycles
Warehouse
experience. Parts and 753-3798.
Hwy. 45E of Humbolt For sale or trade, 26 ft. condition, including
119 acres, 90 percent 1978
service. Bobby Hopper
Tn. One of the South's Cruiser. Would like to good price on paper and
Storage Space
Honda
tillable, grain bins, 2 windshield, 750 with Bob's Appliance Serlargest selection of trade for mobile home, supplies. Call 753-1266,
backrest
For Rent
vice 202 S. 5th St.
barns, hog set ups, and back
Antique Flea Market auto, truck, tractor, etc. Pine Lumber, unbar. 753-1597.
753-4758
large shed, 4 bedroom
753-4872, 7 5 3 8 8 8 6
each weekend. Open Boat can be seen at planed, 2)(4, 8ft .90
1979
Honda
750LE.
Call
Hauling and custom
brick home, fireplace
(home).
daily except Monday. Kenlake. 753-9992 after each,1x4 8 ft, .45 each.
All types roofing,
436-5519.
with
heatalator,
large
Spreading
Air
Conditioner,
5p.m.
Dryer,
Call 901-784-3422.
Call 435-4/94.
local references. Free
kitchen, dining room, 1979 Suzuki GS-750, Washer and Freezer;
31. Want to Rent
Bobby Mohler
Estimates. All work
loarismoomesmor Three bedroom house in great room 24)(20, sport model with a few repaired. Call Sure-Fix
SAKI A KIN NMI III AN 'Al 14, Want to Buy
753-6692.
cathedral ceilings, den, extras, good condition. Appliance and ReSAVE-A-LOT
guaranteed.
Days
Murray.
near
or
Call 1 1/2 baths and laundry $1,600. Call 753-1417.
•
200 or 300 bales wheat
frigerator Service. 759753-6581, nights
753-0848.
Discount Foods
straw. Will pick up in
room. By owner, 436- 1979 XS 400 Yamaha, 1322
Fire Wood. Tree trim
field.. Reasonable price.
759-1859.
2197.
ming and removing
3,400 miles. Call after
32. Apts. For Rent
436-5812 after 6p.m.
hedges and shrubs.
177 acres, 50 acres 8p.m. 435-4383.
Used air conditioners.
Free estimates. Aii•now•mwmolowsK
2 BR apt, in town, pasture, tobacco in good 1980 Yamaha, 400, exDistilled Water
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
753-5476.
753-9240.
condition. Owner cellent condition. Must
56. Free Column
• ' TrEMEIgillMr
Want to buy a baby bed.
2 BR unfurnished apt., 3 financing available. sell, $675. Call 901-247Free baby gerbils 759
Low, Low Rates.
Call 762-4696.
miles from Murray on Call 436-2197.
5241.
753-8299
4141
Hwy. 280. $100 plus 4 Bedroom home, 76 1982 Honda 3 Wheeler
Satisfied
References.
MONSTGONt
E
15. Articles for Sale
utilities. 753-7508.
Free puppies, part Lab,
acres, 25 acres fenced 185-S, like new. Call
8.1% A.P.R. Financing
Free Estimates.
part German Shepherd.
pasture,
barns,
Furnished
apts.
CABINET
1
or
759-4663
pond,
2
after
RE
4p.m.
SEE, FEEL, AND DRIVE
759-9906
stream,
Prke
tree
bedroom.
Lew
Everydey
farm,
Zimmerman
can
MODELING.
oak
Solid
Honda Golden Wing
THE DIFFERENCE,
divide. 436-2625.
Apts., S. 16th, 753-6609.
Setisfectien
paneled doors w/
1000, matching helmets, Apilliance repair work
Catalog Sales Agency( - 57. Wanted
cabinet pro way. Save
Geerenteed
One bedroom furnished 70 acres, 20 percent excellent condition. 527- all rands. Specialize in
Save $40
cabinets by H.S. Dublin,
LAND NEEDED FOR
or unfurnished. 2 bed- tillable, beautiful build- 7920.
Tappen. Call 753-5141 or
(502) 247-7346.
816
ft. Gable
AR
SOL
room furnished, lease ing site, farm pond. Kawasaki 100KV.
354-6956.
Earl
Lovett.
753GREENHOUSES. 4 to 8
and deposit, adults only, 436-2197. Owner financ- 5561.
FOR SALE. New
Style Steel
Bob's Home ImproveSAVE-A-LOT
acres with hills facing
no pets. Call 753-9208 ing available.
shipment of desks,
ment, 17 years building
Lawn Building
South. Must have water
after 4p.m.
chairs, and file
Discount Foods
U.S. 641 S.
remodelexperience,
48.
Auto
Services
Was $179.99
46. Homes for Sale
and land available for
cabinets. Folding tables
Unfurnished
2
livBR,
ing,
additions,
concrete
Murray, Ky.
L•2 acre pond. Should
and chairs. ROSS &
ing room, kitchen, util- 30 Acres on lake, priv- Import Auto Salvage, work, repairs, general
M90 have minimum housing
753-1372
SONS SALVAGE, Marity, bath, carpeted, air ate area, 4 BR, 3 baths, New and used parts, home maintenance. Now $13997
Pineapple, Sliced
for . family. Call (513)
INuncy
tin, TN 38237, phone
TINUCKS APE WHAM
conditioner, refrigera- great room 24)(16, large Call 474-2325.
300 Main
Call 7534501.
GMAC WEAK ALL ASOUT
or Crushed
662-3541 after 6p.m.
901-587-2420.
tor, stove, oven, garb- kitchen and dining area,
age disposal, dis- all oak cabinets, walk 49. Used Cars
Men's 1/2 carat diamond
minus sad
hwasher. $250 month. out basement, laundry 1972 Chevrolet Caprice,
ring. For more in2001. Can
3. Card of Thanks
$250 deposit, 1 year room and deck. 12 miles 2 door, good condition,
formation, 759-1926
and Aluminum
•
lease, South 16th across from Murray. 436-2197.
after 6p.m.
inelloill•III•111••••••••••••••••• • •
$600. Call 753-9516.
CAMF
• for all houses. It
from West View Nurs- 3 BR home in Hazel.
Window Fan, 20", 3
1973 Mercury Montego
THANKS
Everyday Lew Price
stops painting.
ing Home. 753-3865 or Owner is anxious to sell.
Station Wagon, runs
Satisfaction
We wish to ex- speed, reversible, metal
753-2622.
Jock Glover
Asking only $11,000. For good,$300. 753-1503.
blades, thermostat
Geerenteed
press our apprecia753-1873
more details call Spann 1974 Honda Civic,
control, $59.99. Wallin p.
33.
Rooms
Rent
for
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
tion to our many
Hardware, Paris.
automatic, has very
Boy's and girl's rooms Great starter or
friends and
re- good engine, $950 or Campbell's Tree SerSAVE-A-LOT
16. Home Furnishings
for rent, 1 block from tirement home.
neighbors during
Neat best offer. Call 753-6564 vice. Topping, trimUniversity. Call 753-1812 two bedroom brick
ming and removal.
Discount Foods
only 9a.m.-9p.m. only.
6 rooms of used furnithe loss of our wife
or 759-9580.
6 miles from town with 1976 Ford Elite, good Fully insured. • 1-502-527
ture.
Some
antiques.
and mother.
0918.
workshop and one acre. condition. Call 753-9835.
753-9606.
34. Houses for Rent
Our sincere
Could
Beans,
Pinto
be
purchased
Dry
1976 Grand Torino Concrete, block, brick,
Couch, 8 ft long, Brown
thanks to Lake
Two bedroom, 2 bath with 8 additional acres brown Station Wagon is basements, founand cream stripes, Call
Northern
or
house with appliances with tobacco base and top shape and appear- dations, drive ways,
Heaven Health
759-1955 after 5 PM.
and garage. Overlook- barn. Call KOPPERUD ance. Almost new tires. sidewalks, patios, and
Care Center. Dr.
Good air conditioner for
ing lake. $250 plus REALTY 753-1222.
$1,200. Call Sid Jobs, chimneys. Free esLb. kg
29C
sale. 753-8189.
Miller, the nurses
deposit. Strout Realty, IMMACULATE, 436-2180.
timates. Call 753-5476.
Platform Rocker, gold and the entire staff.
753-0186.
TT TT
's riflflfl
QUALITY, READY 1977 Fleetwood Fence sales at Sears
nylon cover, excellent
The Max Churchill
FOR YOU - This horn Brougham Cadillac, all now. Call Sears 753-2310
Vacation?
Attractive
2
Everyday Lew Price
condition. See at 819
BR, 2 bath, completely has had loving care, a extras, very fine condi- for free estimate for
Funeral Home, and
Setisfectien
Sha-wa Crt. Tel. 753furnished town house on fact you'll recognize tion, $.5 , 400 . Call your needs.
everyone who sent
For sale, trade or lease!!! Beautiful six room, ful
4409.
Genreetsed
beach. Gulf Shores, immediately when you 759-4611.
Lake Refrigeration basement, three bath, Cypress home on Ralph Wrigh
flowers and food. A
Puttertown Factory
Alabama. For reserva- first approach this three
All brands of air conRood, east of Murray. Solid walnut cabinets and al
Outlet lamp and shades Play miniature golf
special thanks to
bedroom, two bath 1978 Datsun B210, 35 ditioners and retion call 205-968-6250.
mpg, C.B., radio,
built-ins in kitchen; carpet; fireplace; central he •
1/2
Puttertown.
at
at
today
discount
prices.
100's
home
with
fenced
yard
Lelon Peeler,
frigerators repaired.
and air; five acres of land. A quality built home i
available. 641 North, /
37. Livestock-Supplies
1
2 mile North from MSU
and well landscaped cassette player, 1 ow- 474 8841.
soloist, and Regina
excellent
condition,
ner.
secluded setting. Owner eager for negotiations.
mile from MSU Sta- Stadium. Open at 2:00.
lawn.
Gas heat and the
2
year
old
Polled
Peeler for the
Just listed!!! Five bedroom, two both home on one
dium. Same as Futter- 50 cents off a game if
TVA insulation provides Make offer. 753-9786 or
Hereford
bull,
Gold
759-1.433.
beautiful piano
town Miniature Golf you just say you read
•cre of land North of Murray. Central heat and air.
economica
the
l
Cs.
Service
Alumilem
Standard
Victorious
Building. 759-1433 or this ad.
1978 Dodge Magnum,
Carpet. Fireplace. Drapes. Excellent location only
music and the Rev.
K47U81. Augus Bull features. Fireplace in
Amine aod rioyl sidiag,
753-9786.
minutes from Murray. Priced to sell!! $38,900.00.
Rear Tine Tille;•s, Calves by Traitleader den provides comfort t-tops needs fenders and
Lane Shanklin.
costes' trim work.
Commercial building on one are of land plus
Refrigerator, Hot Point, Briggs and Stratton Schearbrook. McCrory and relaxation in the header panel, $1,275
The Family of
living area. Approximately five miles South of
19 cu ft, Almond. Call engine, chain drive, 3 Farms, Benton, Ky. winter. This home is Call 753-7413 after 5p.m.
[literates. Call Will Ed
Miree Schroader.
just now on the market 1978 Honda Civic, a.c ,
forward speed and re- 527-3767.
Murray. Priced with or without stock, fixtures and
759-1955 after 5 PM.
bailey. 7534610.
and owner has been good condition, $2,700 or
verse- 5 h.p. $499.99, 8
• uipment. Rental potential galore!! Owner would
Horses
Boarded.
Stalls transferred. Call 753- best offer. 759-4526.
h.p. 499.99. Wallin
onsider
small home as trade-in. Coll today for more
and
pasture. Space 1492 to get to appreciate
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
• ils.
available. $20 per the pleasing at- 1979 Camaro Rally GENERAL HOME
SEASONED month. 753-3010.
Reduced!!! The property at 905 Fairlone has been
Sport, 4 speed, $3,800
REPAIR. 15 years exmosphere of earthtone Call 753-9673.
FIREWOOD. Call John
• uced $5,000.00 and we're waiting for you to make
perience. Carpentry,
colors
in
the
interior
Boyer, 753-0338.
your appointment to see it! Extra large living-dining
38. Pets-Supplies
concrete, plumbing,
and the spacious feeling 1979 Trans Am, ktop
room. Beautifully landscaped yard. Lots of potential.
roofing, sliding. NO
louvers,
wheels,
wire
AKC black Labrador of the floor plan. CenJust listed!!! Four boy clean-up shop in Roberts
other extras, 58,000 JOB TO SMALL. Free
Retrievers, 3 males left, tury 21 Loretta Jobs
We do all types of
miles. 502-658-3461 after estimates. Days 474
ndustrial Pork. Natural gas to building, city w
Vogue Woman,
Realtors
will
show
$100.
623-8813.
you
send blasting and we
5:30.
2359 or 753-6973, nights
• nd sewer. Now rented for good income.
Welcome Home. I Love You!
Peg's Parlor. All breed how you can own this For sale,
Action needed on the house at 1709 College Form
also meant trailer hit- dog
tube frame 474-2276.
today.
The
month
of
grooming. 753-2915,
Rood!!! Three bedroom britk, disposal, range,
Buggy, new re- Guttering by Sears.
Dune
Mr. Newspaper
the
was
May
best
month
ches.
9-4p.m. Peggy Gardner.
ishwasher, compactor, carpet, drapes, in back is
in sales ever. So don't built engine. 759-1971 Sears continuous gutters installed for your
after 5.
• wood deck, outside storage building and fenced
wait. Call 753-1492.
41. Public Sale
specifications. Call
and. Priced in low 540's where you can afford it!
Murray Livestock
Sears 753-2310 for free
Reduced!!! This four bedroom, 2'.', both split-level
and Trailer
estimate.
n Canterbury with carpet, fireplace, playroom plus
Saks
Harmon and Malone.
• room and two car garage is the ideal home for
Silver
Gold
Complete remodeling
growing family! Central hoot and air plus central
Chmmd
Closed
from ground to roof top.
=cum. Approximately 4,000 square feet under
p.m.
a.m.-5
8
11.05
Free estimates.
• • ,See it now!!!
Yesterday
416.00 Yesterday
492-8183. Evenings, 7537534334
°peeved Today 414.041 Upend Today 11.84
°790 or 436-2107.

Only $1405.
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CLAYTON'S T.Y.

NOTICE

For Your
Archery Needs
At Wholesale
Prices
Call
(502)759-4078

ROSS
ROOFING

LIME

GMC

FIPLL-SIZE PICKUP
Er=).

B ILEY'S CARPET

CLEANING

ARID

Trucks
Trailers
Buses, Inc.

55,

Vernon's Frontier Trading Post
and
Gold & Silver Jewelers Inc.
IS
NOW OPEN
In Their New Location
In Olympic Plaza
Open Dail 9-9 Sunday 1-6

795

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRI E

YARD
SALE

Demo

Compliments of GOLD

SILVER

&

CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC

•Ao..41.1111.0'

PLAZA

•r•

,

.01

We buy Gold, Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: 10 8 Daily,
1 2 - 5 Sunday

Tobacco farmers get
you oak and hickory
slabs. Will deliver. Call
435-4457.
Wood for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 492
8979 after 5p.m.

Wed. June 22
506 Richardson
70.m. till dark
Drapes,
bedspreads,
clothes.

T.L.C. MAID SERVICE

Will clean your home, office or
business with:

TENDER LOVING
CARE
Free Estimates

759-9754
759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature

. - • - -.-w-.• ""'"

1•1•11411111011100111111111001111110

Mobilo None Aachen,
iniderpinelee reefs sealed,
L.L.paths. Asrulnp
carpets single end double.
Jock Meyer 753.1823.

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
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Committees study baftlegroiund of property owners,fraternity houses
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Arthur
"Corky" Gillis says he is
tired of members of nearby Western Kentucky
University fraternities
urinating on his bushes
and throwing trash in his
yard.
So our his neighbors
that live in the two-story
Victorian homes that line

College Street near the
WKU campus.
"We call the police
every 15 minutes some
nights because it's so
loud," said Gillis.
Suzanne Coombs, who
lives in a turn-of-the century home near Gillis,
said area residents "are
trying to do something to
improve this

neighborhood." And improving the
neighborhood, she said,
hinges on keeping out additional fraternities.
The battleground —
with the fraternities,
sororities and university
on one side, property
owners on the other — is a
cluster of tree-shaded

Jordache files suit against store
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A $1 million
lawsuit has been filed by
Jordache Enterprises
Inc., the maker of
designer jeans, against a
Louisville store and its
owner.
The U.S. District Court
suit, charging infringement on the company's
"horsehead" trademark,
names as defendants
Korean businessman Joe
Cho and GQ Clothing of
Louisville.
Attorneys for Jordache
contend in the suit that
Cho sold jeans at his store
that were "knockoffs," or
cheap imitations that
were tagged with an imitation designer label.
But Jordache said it
would consider dropping
the suit if Cho hands over
remaining pairs of the
bogus jeans and tries to
remember who he bought
them from.
Cho told authorities he
couldn't recall the
seller's name, although
the person had sold jeans
to several stores in the
downtown Louisville
area.
The lawyers claim Jordache poured $15 million
last year into the swank
publications like Playboy
and New York Times
Magazine to promote Jordache products. They
said the investment was
not intended to promote
imitations of the product.
Bargain-hunters
unknowingly purchase
counterfeit jeans thinking
they are "seconds" or
maybe stolen, said Sam
Komsker, director of
security for Jordache.

But when the consumer
washes the jeans and
finds they are discolored
or no longer fit right,
they're reluctant to again
buy a pair bearing the
same label, genuine or
fake.
"Counterfeiters feed on
(the) public's desire for
status," explained Philip
Gottfried, a New York attorney who polices the
marketplace for Ralph
Lauren's Polo Fashion's
Inc.
Gottfried said his company seized 75,000
counterfeit garments last
year worth $2 million on
the retail market. "But
the counterfeiters only
care about making a
quick 'buck. They don't
care about quality."

OF.
raZi Q

Komsker said Jordache, which boasts an
International web of paid
informants and investigators, claims to be
the most successful
designer when it comes to
catching counterfeiters.
Jordache reported seizing more than $10 million
worth of counterfeit products last year alone.
Two months ago, Komsker said, security agents
found a $4 million shipment of phony Jordache
jeans on a ship between
Portuguese Macoa and
New York.
The alleged counterfeit
jeans at GQ Clothing
were bought by an
authorized Jordache
salesman, the suit stated.
r4

OM IMMLITY
MINKS PARIS

'Li PO um nit OW ON
Pesti.
11116 Gandos
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4 door, light blue, dark blue vinyl top,
cloth seats, power steering, power
brakes, air condition, tilt, cruise, AM-FM
stereo, power seats, power windows
9xxx miles.

if

season is at its peak during fall membership
drives. And residents
complain about weekly
parties on Thursday
nights.
Mayor Harold Asher
Miller appointed a committee to study the problem in 1980 after increasing community
complaints about Greek
functions. That committee said WKU should set
aside land for a fraternity
and sorority "row."
"This committee feels
it cannot recommend the
continuation of fraternity
and sorority housing in
existing residential sections."
Six to eight weeks ago,
WKU President Donald
Zacharias appointed a
committee to study the
matter, university officials said.
The issue is expected to
come before the WKU
Board of Regents at its
July 30 meeting, said
Paul Cook, assistant to
the president for

resources management.
The university might
help establish a fraternity and sorority row, said
Charles A. Keown, dean
of student affairs at
WKU.
But, he said, "Don't
leave any doubt about the
financing by the college.
We don't have the money,
and it's a responsibility
that rightfully would
belong to the fraternities
and sororities."
And it could take 10 to
20 years for some of the
fraternities and sorbrities
to raise enough money to
buy a lot on the row, said
Scott Taylor, director of
student organizations.
Meanwhile, a recent
fraternity request to
move into the
neighborhood and reports
that another fraternity is
on the way have roused
community sentiment.
Area residents have
formed Save Our Old
Neighborhood, an
organization to fight what
they fear will be a conti-

nuing influx of fraternities and sororities and
the problems they say
they bring.
Keown acknowledged
that there have been problems at some fraternities, but said "anytime
you have a piece of property that has 20 or 25
people living in it," and
more visiting during parties, "you cannot keep
noise from happening ...
There's a built-in conflict."
About 80 residents petitioned the planning commission's Board of Adjustments in April for a
moratorium on allowing
new fraternities and
sororities in the area. No
action has been taken on
that request.
However, another petition seeking to prevent
Delta Tau Delta fraternity from locating on College Street was denied by
the Board of Adjustments. That new location would put the fraternity house next door to

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Olympic Plaza 753 2380
• Y , W PRICE PRE CRIPT I.

Reasons For Shopping Our Discount Pharmacies

1. Everyday Discount Prices
2. Convenient Location
3. Open 7 Day-A-Week 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sun.
4. Friendly Experienced Employees
5. 3 Full Time Pharmacists
6. We Keep Your Family Prescription Records
For Taxes & Insurance Purposes.

1979 Buick LeSabre Limited

i

streets on the northeastern edge of the
campus,that have fraternity and sorority housing
sprinkled between
valuable older homes.
"If you go way back —
back in the early '50s at
least, that area went
from large, general housing to taking in students,"
said John B. Matheney,
planning director with
the Bowling GreenWarren County Planning
Commission.
"In the last few years,
it's begun to revert back
to single-family ownership," he said.
Two sororities and
seven fraternities are in
the area that includes
State, Chestnut and College streets. That area
was designated for such
houses in a 1970 policy
worked out by the Board
of ,Adjustments and
Western.
Bowling Green police
say they get three or four
complaints a night when
the fraternity party

DWAIN TAYLOR
EHEVR LE T
641 S. Murray

753-2617
Acres: Fres

F's
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Sam Rabold, a 74-yearold retired restaurantowner.
"I've always said that
nobody would ever run
me off 'The Hill,"
Rabold said. "But after
50 some-odd years, I
think I've lost."
But Delta Tau Delta
president Derek Tracy,
21, said Rabold shouldn't
generalize that all fraternities are bad.
"I can't wait to live
there," Tracy said.
"They're going to be impressed with our
chapter."

If You Lost
Your Hearing
Tomorrow,
Would You Do
Something
About It?
Chicago, III.—A free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do
not understand words
has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model of one of the
smallest Beltone aids of
its kind will be given
absolutely free to anyone
requesting it.
It's yours for the asking, so send for it now. It
is not a real hearing aid,
but it will show you how
tiny hearing help can be.
The actual aid weighs
less than a fourth of an
ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit.
These models are free,
so we suggest you write
for yours now. Again,
we repeat, there is no
cost, and certainly no
obligation. All hearing
problems are not alike
and some cannot be
helped by a hearing aid
but many can. Thousands have already been
mailed, so write today to
Dept. 35846, Beltone
Electronics
Corporation, 4201 W.
Victoria St., Chicago, IL
60646.

Looking for more leads
from your Yellow Pages ads?
Follow these tips!
Clue #1 Don't leave a cold trail. Put a map
in your ad to help more customers find you.
Clue #2 Synchronize your timing. List the
hours you're open so people can be there to buy
when you're there to sell.
Clue #3 Show them ajineup. Give shoppers a list of the special products and services
you offer and the credit cards you accept. Let
them know you have the brands they're looking
for.
Clue #4 Grab their attention. Catch their
eye with red ink. And be sure your ads are under
all the headings where shoppers are likely to
look.
Clue #5 Make a case for yourself. Give
selling points. Since 4 out of 5
biggest
your
people shop ahead in the Yellow Pages,* that's
the place to give it your best shot.
When shoppers let their fingers do the
walking, get the Yellow Pages talking. Ask
your Bell Yellow Pages representative for more tips on how to
ral
Ben
make your Yellow Pages ads really
payoff. Call 442-5818 collect.
Pailes
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